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1. Introduction 
 
The following report discusses a project which is a result of a larger project that aims to connect 
Scandinavia and continental Europe, namely the Fehmarnbelt Fixed Link.  The connection will 
constitute a tunnel, between the German island Fehmarn and the Danish island Lolland. The fixed link 
will comprise a 19km tunnel, constructed for both cars and trains, where 17.6km of the whole tunnel 
will be under the water. The Fehmarnbelt tunnel is going to become the world’s longest car and rail 
combined tunnel. The tunnel will be three times longer than the trans-bay tunnel in San Francisco 
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(currently the longest in the world) and five times as long as the Øresund tunnel between Malmø and 
Copenhagen (Femern.com, 2012) 
The Fehmarnbelt project aims to unite the population of continental Europe and Scandinavia in areas, 
such as science, business, labour market and culture and promote the continuous integration of Europe. 
It aims to create a common identity for the regions between the borders. The creation of Fehmarnbelt 
tunnel, which is supposed to be finished by 2020, will considerably reduce the travel time for both cars 
and trains between Germany and Denmark, consequently continental Europe and Scandinavia. The 
tunnel will contribute to the creation of new jobs, not only during the construction of it, but also after 
its opening. Furthermore, it will strengthen tourism in the Fehmarn region, as it will become more 
accessible. The tunnel itself will not create tourism, but this will be developed through cooperation, 
establishing communication platforms and customised experienced products. Culture and science will 
also benefit from the construction of the tunnel, along with cultural exchange between Germany, 
Denmark and Sweden that could enhance the attractiveness of the region and make it even more 
desirable area to live in. 
Behind the project of developing, organising and marketing the Fehmarnbelt Destination are two tourist 
companies- Visit East Denmark Tourism (Østdansk turisme) and Kiel Holstein Tourism. The main 
target groups are business partners and stakeholders, including tourism associations, tourist boards, 
national tourism organization and municipalities. The project is planned in different activities that are 
divided into separate work packages, which are 0,1,2,3. Package 0 is concerned with the Project 
Management and Organization, where Visit East Denmark is in charge of the project management and 
bookkeeping. Package one is responsible for the vision and organizing of common identity, also 
executed by Visit East Denmark. Package two is in charge of implementing the marketing strategy. 
Package three, which is also the focus of this project focuses on the dissemination of knowledge 
through technology. Visit East Denmark is responsible for the utilization of technology as a tool to 
disseminate knowledge for the future tourist. (See Appendix 1) 
The project also predicts to establish new opportunities for development of the tourism. It aims to 
develop customized experience products and joint communication platforms which will strengthen the 
attractiveness of the cross-border destination. Visit East Denmark has the responsibility of developing 
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new products for promoting the tourism and to build knowledge through new electronic forms of 
communication. The following report aims to research the impact of one of these products and its 
impact on its users, namely the added value to tourists’ experiences. (See Appendix1)  
Through developments in mobile technology Visit East Denmark in collaboration with Friluftsraadet 
(English: Outdoor Council), aims to offer new possibilities for communication and increase the 
knowledge of the visitors of East Denmark about nature, historical heritage and culture. The focus of 
the following report is on a project of that kind. The specific project is named “Put Danmark I 
Lommen” (English: Put Denmark in the Pocket) and would use mobile phones as a communication 
platform to be an alternative guide to the culture, history and nature of the region. Visit Denmark and 
Friluftstraadet with the support of the nature counselors of the different municipalities are the units that 
create the innovative concept of disseminating short movies with information about the surrounding 
areas. Visit East Denmark and the Danish Outdoor Council (Friuluftstraadet) have already installed 
Bluetooth transmitters at 3 different areas in East Denmark – Nature Park Aamosen, Praestoe Fjord and 
Paradisruten. The movies, which tourists and locals can receive via Bluetooth or by scanning QR 
codes, are created by Ankh Media. Each of the three areas, Nature Park Aamosen, Praestoe Fjord and 
Paradisruten has different numbers of Bluetooth transmitters that provide movies which change with 
the year’s seasons and provide information about the particular regions.  
Applying the Bluetooth technology has been carefully selected and chosen over other alternatives of 
mobile technology because via Bluetooth all the visitors, both internationals and locals would have 
access to the movies free of charge.   
The movies are around a minute long and aim to add value to the experience of the tourists by 
providing them with information about the nature, history and the culture of the surroundings. Another 
goal of providing knowledge via movies about the nature, culture and history is to make both tourists 
and locals aware of their relationship to the nature. The movies are available in both Danish and 
German language.  
In the development and production of the movies and the transmitters are involved cinematographers, 
natural intermediaries – Friluftstraadet (Danish Outdoor Council), IT engineers, translators with 
German and Danish and communication consultants. So far, a total of 120 movies have been produced.  
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By providing knowledge and experience via mobile technology, Put Danmark I Lommen focuses on 
the added-value tourism where targets are “activity-oriented visitors/families”. The project is a result of 
the increasing attention to the new ways of explorative tourism where in this case is a combination of 
modern communication technology with nature experience that provides knowledge about history, 
culture and nature.  
 
 
 
1.2 Project Design 
 
The chart below provides an illustration of the overall project design. 
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1.3 Problem area 
 
Changes in culture and lifestyle in the contemporary society has affected different industries. Tourism 
is one of these industries that develops very rapidly and faces many challenges in order respond to 
those changes and to meet consumers’ demands and preferences. Tourists have become more 
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such as: increased affluence, more experience of travel, better education, greater exposure to different 
types of media and information (Middleton & Clarke 2001). In tourism the consumer focuses more and 
more on importance of the experience and the added value they get.  As tourists have become more 
aware in relation to the added value and quality oriented services, they no longer require standardized 
holiday products, but individual experiences that exclude the assistance of a travel guide and the like 
(Stephen & Connell 2006).  
The product that this report intends to study is a service aiming to attract that type of ‘new’ tourists 
described above. We are interested in gathering knowledge about a newly set tourist service offered to 
the visitors of East Denmark, named Put Danmark I Lommen which is a type of product aiming to add 
value to the experience of the visitors of the specific region by offering a service, excluding any 
external assistance. The visitors of East Denmark, using Put Danmark I Lommen in fact use their own 
mobile equipment, smart phones, to receive short videos presenting the nature, culture and history of 
the region.  
By gathering knowledge of the product is meant that we, first discuss the product and how is it 
designed to create sense of knowledge, enjoyment and diversions to its users. The subject of experience 
economy is applied and its concepts are used in order to create a discussion about the change of 
consumer’s behavior in the search for experiences. The opinion of the creators of the project Put 
Danmark I Lommen, Visit East Denmark and Outdoor Counselor, is also obtained in order to describe 
the targets of the product and the development of product’s creation. Representatives of the Danish 
Outdoor Council (Friluftstraadet) and nature counselors will be interviewed in order to share their 
opinion about the main objective of the project, namely how can its services add value to the visitors’ 
experience. That type of qualitative data is gathered in order to give deeper insight of the project and to 
prevent us, as researchers, of creating general assumptions about the core and objective of it. 
However, our interest is not only focused on the objective of Put Danmark I Lommen, but on its actual 
outcome.  The spotlight of the research is the added value that Put Danmark I Lommen creates. A 
survey is conducted in order to measure the added value that visitors of East Denmark receive through 
using Put Danmark I Lommen nature application. The survey also aims to provide an overview of the 
experience of the tourist of the region as a whole so that the added value would be presented clearly as 
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an externality. The answers from the visitors are also used to support the argument that the service 
provided is an experience and, moreover perceived by the tourists, as ,coined by Pine and Gilmore 
(1999), transformational experience. 
To complement the discussion about the new type of tourism and experiences offered, the projects also 
dedicates a part to the change of consumers’ behavior. Put Danmark I Lommen is offered to the visitors 
of East Denmark by using an innovative platform and moreover involving the users by enticing them to 
use their own mobile phones.  Consumers’ behavior and the implication of technology to the tourist 
experience will be discussed by applying the concept of prosumption, by the futurist Alvin Toffler and 
furthermore applying a synopsis of Toffler’s paradigm created by Philip Kotler. 
Problem formulation: 
How could Put Danmark I Lommen add value to the experience of the visitors of East Denmark? 
1. How can Put Danmark I Lommen increase the awareness of visitors to nature, culture and 
history of the regions?  
To answer this question we will analyse tourists’ experiences of Put Danmark I Lommen in 
East Denmark along with the opinions of outdoor and nature counsellors who took part in creating 
PDIL. 
2. How in the context of Put Danmark I Lommen the tourist becomes a prosumer? 
We will analyse tourist experiences by implementing the concept of prosumption by Alvin Toffler 
and experience economy by Pine and Gilmore to investigate how tourist become the main creators 
of their experiences out in the nature. 
3. What improvements could be made to enhance the quality of Put Danmark I Lommen? 
Answering this question will discuss implications for future improvements. 
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2. Methodology  
 
The following chapter is an overview of the approach used in conducting the research study. It aims to 
provide thorough description of the data collected and the process it of collecting it. It also focuses on 
the disciplines utilized in the project, research approach and design and types of data.  
2.1 Disciplines utilized  
 
As the research study aims to evaluate the added value that an innovative product brings to its users, 
concepts of Economy and Innovation are applied.  
Through the research paper it is argued that the tourist application, Put Danmark I Lommen, is an 
experience. Furthermore we also argue that, this experience is created to add value to the visitors of 
East Denmark by providing them with basic knowledge about history, culture and nature of the area. 
The discussed ‘’experience’’ and”value adding’’ are both concepts adopted by the subject of 
Experience Economy. These concepts are utilized in order to frame the discussion about what is the 
experience provided by Put Danmark i Lommen and perceived by the visitors of East Denmark.  
Another main concept utilized in the study is the concept of prosumption. The concept is created by the 
American futurist Alvin Toffler and according to him this concept, discussed in the book The Third 
Wave, shows new potentials and offers sharply different view (Toffler 1980:17, 19). The book presents 
a process of change in the society which we adopt in the case study in order to present the rise of a new 
knowledge based society. The concept provides us with a view on consumers’ behaviour in the 
contemporary society, which we are willing to explore in depth when discussing the usage of the 
technology application in tourism.  
In order to conduct the investigation, mixed methods research strategy is applied to the case, which 
accounts for collecting and presenting different types of data. The types of data are presented 
thoroughly further in the Methodology Chapter. 
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2.2 Research Design  
 
The research design of the following report is a case study. Although investigating Put Danmark i 
Lommen and its users involves discussions of the participation of different institutions and different 
target groups, the case is a detailed analysis of a particular single case (Bryman 2012). Our focus is on 
the specific project –“Put Danmark i Lommen”, which is a result of the larger,”Destination 
Fehmarnbelt” project.  Furthermore the case study is likely to cover investigation on a specific region. 
In the case of”Destination Fehmarnbelt”, the regions affected directly is South-East Denmark and 
North-East Germany. As we are focusing on investigating the creation of Put Danmark I Lommen, only 
the region of East Denmark is considered to be the region of the case study.  Further the case study is 
about a single tourist service, or as further discussed, tourist experience and transformation, created in 
the mentioned region.   
 The design of a case study often accounts for obtaining participants’ observations and unstructured 
interviews. The prime reason for applying these kinds of qualitative approach is to generate detailed 
examination of the case (Bryman, 2012). In the case of Put Danmark i Lommen, semi-structured 
interview are conducted with the participants in the creation of the project which gives an insight of the 
core of the project, its goals and targets.  
Although the case study favours application of qualitative investigation, it very often accounts for a 
combination of both qualitative and quantitative research (Bryman, 2012). In the following case the 
interviews, representing the first hand qualitative data, are combined with a user survey, representing 
the first hand quantitative data. By combining the two, we believe that they will enrich the end results 
as the quantitative and qualitative collection of data will provide us with different information about the 
same setting (Bryman, 2012). 
 The object of interest in both of the interviews and user survey is the experience that Put Danmark I 
Lommen creates for the visitors of the area. The location of East Denmark itself is not the unit of 
analysis in this case – it is the responsiveness of the users and creators of the project Put Danmark i 
Lommen that is the major entity investigated. The location of East Denmark and the stakeholders of 
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Put Danmark i Lommen are our unit of observation and also what contributes for the case to be one of a 
kind.  
We believe our interest of investigation and to be more specific our case is a representative or the so 
called exemplifying case. The main objective of representative cases is to capture the circumstances 
and conditions of an everyday or commonplace situation (Yin in Bryman, 2008:56).  In the context of 
Put Danmark I Lomen we investigate tourists’ experiences out in the nature. Tourism, along with other 
industries is influenced by the changes in economy. According to our theoretical framework by Pine 
and Gilmore the economy of 21
st
 century is rapidly shifting into an experience economy, where goods 
and services are substituted by experiences and transformations and the economic offerings are shifting 
from being intangible to being memorable and effectual. We have chosen to investigate how the tourist 
industry and most specifically the one situated in East Denmark and its tourists experiences are affected 
by the changes in economy and technological advancement. Our case aims to evaluate how tourists’ 
experiences are influenced by nowadays technological innovation. To perform such task we utilize 
tourists’ responses collected during tourists’ leisure time in East Denmark.  
Exemplifying cases gives a chance to researchers to examine key social processes. (Bryman, 2008:56). 
By having the theoretical framework of experience economy and prosumsion, we as researchers seek to 
examine how the technological changes have affected tourists’ experiences in the area of East 
Denmark. This gives us the possibility to go into depth into discovering how experiences are affected 
within the tourist industry in the era of experience economy. 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Research strategy –Mixed Methods 
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The research strategy accounts for the general orientation of conducting the research, which entails 
choice of methods, project design and strategy (Bryman, 2008). Since the choice should fit together 
with the research question, we have decided to utilize Mixed Methods Research strategy.  Mixed 
Methods entails the mixture or combination of quantitative and qualitative research techniques, 
methods, approaches, concepts and language into a single study (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Our 
problem formulation question would be better and more fully answered if the use of both quantitative 
and qualitative methods is utilized, as the use of only quantitative or qualitative will limit the research 
and restrict us to find a workable solution. Our choice of research question aims to find out if and how 
the Project Put Danmark I Lommen adds value to the experiences of the visitors of the tourist region. 
To answer such research question, concepts from experience economy by Joseph Pine and James 
Gilmore, together with the theoretical framework of prosumption by Alvin Toffler will be tested by 
gathering both quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative data will be gathered by visiting the 
tourist destinations in East Denmark - Nature Park Aamosen, Prastoe Fjord and Paradisruten and 
questioning the present visitors about their experiences as tourists in the areas. That would be 
completed in a survey form that will constitute our first hand data material. Additionally, semi- 
structured interviews with the nature counselors and outdoor counselors would be conducted to gather 
broader information about the goals of Put Denmark I Lommen and the execution of the project in 
relation to tourists’ experiences in the tourist destination.   
Mixed methods reject the prevalence of one epistemological and ontological stance.  Sticking to one 
philosophic doctrine would have limited our spectrum of findings and it would have been impossible to 
ask questions that according to quantitative or qualitative research require incommensurable mixture of 
knowledge. Mixing and combining methods is apt to compliment and strengthen our findings, in 
contrast to if we have only utilized a single method strategy. The product of our findings would 
definitely exceed its superiority if applying the mixed methods approach, instead of only quantitative 
method. 
In the case of investigating about the added value to the tourists’ experience a survey will measure 
customers’ expectations and experiences when visiting the region of East Denmark, which will 
generalize results about a small sample of the visitors of the region. To further the findings from the 
survey, semi-structured interviews will be conducted with the outdoor counselors of the regions that 
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will supplement the generalized findings of the survey. Interviews conducted with the counselors could 
enhance the possibility of deducing knowledge that would have not been possible to attain by only 
conducting a survey sampling. Additionally, using the interviews could either corroborate or contradict 
to the findings of the survey and therefore enhance or combat the interpretations of the survey. 
Furthermore, the application of mixed methods does not limit us to perceive the research problem to 
either following pure subjectivity or objectivity but it opens broader possibilities to shift back and forth 
and mix them together. Utilizing the mixed method approach could aid generating more comprehensive 
knowledge that could be used to improve the social order (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). 
2.4 Research approach- Pragmatism 
 
The pragmatic doctrine is our philosophical preference in the case of investigating the tourist 
experiences and the added value they obtain by Put Danmark I Lommen. Our choice has been an 
outcome of the broader perspective we could investigate, without having to hold back by the limitations 
of a certain epistemological or ontological stance. Instead, we believe that the pragmatic logic could 
help us generate more fruitful results (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004: 16). Given that pragmatism 
rejects  the either/or approach and it offers a more pluralistic approach, we have come to believe that 
the mixing and combining of methods and procedures works best for answering our scientific question. 
Pragmatism excludes the pure deductive or inductive method and makes use of the pragmatic logic, 
which uses elements of induction (discovery of patterns), deduction (testing of theories and hypothesis) 
and abduction. Therefore, we simply do not make use of pure deductive or inductive logic, but at 
different stages of the research process we utilize the most appropriate one of them that fits the 
particular research phase. Thereby, we mean that when testing the theoretical framework of 
experiences and added value by Pine and Gilmore and prosumer  by Alvin Toffler, we also generalize 
our observations from the conducted survey with the visitors of East Denmark and use inductive logic 
along with deductive. 
2.5 Reliability and Validity 
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 Reliability and validity are important concepts in social research which have different meanings when 
it comes to evaluating the measuring of concepts (Bryman, 2008). Their application in this project will 
be discussed in the following section. 
 
The main concept we have aimed to measure in this project is the concept of added value, which 
tourists in the region of East Denmark receive from using Put Danmark I Lommen. Furthermore, we 
aim to measure the prosumption activity of tourists using the service.  
Reliability is concerned with consistency of measures of a concept. One of the factors determining the 
level of reliability is stability. Stability refers to whether the measure will be stable over time and if 
similar results will be generated if the measure is to be redone. Small fluctuations to the older data 
collection will indicate a high reliability (Bryman, 2008).  
In measuring the concepts of our investigation – added value and presumption activity we have had 
limited time and therefore, we have not re administered our measures.  However, in the process of 
collecting data and more specifically survey responses we have conducted them in two rounds, 
meaning that the collection of data has happened in two different time points and two different 
locations- Fiskerhuset and Fedhavn, both in the area of Praestoe Fjord.  Generated data from the two 
events have nevertheless identified similar results. One could argue that the findings from measuring 
the concepts are stable if they have been confirmed with a minimum fluctuation within different 
locations and time periods. 
Another measure of reliability is internal reliability, which accounts for consistency with respondents’ 
scores. Internal reliability concerns multiple-indicator measures, as coined by Bryman and the 
measures are formed by respondents overall scores to the answer of each question. However, there is a 
possibility that the indicators do not relate to the same thing and there is a lack of coherence (Bryman, 
2008).  In the case of Put Danmark I Lommen and measuring added value to tourists’ experiences we 
are interested in the causes for added value.  However, the indicators for obtained added value are 
indirect and some of them have quite indirect relationship to the concept of added value – such as 
satisfaction with visiting the area, accessibility, tell a friend. Nonetheless, they were needed to explore 
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overall experience with the service that creates the added value.  Though, the indicator measuring if 
they have learned something new has much more direct relationship to the added value to tourists’ 
experiences. Therefore, since the indicators are not coherent and they are indirectly related to the 
central concept of measure, it would not be correct to measure the internal reliability, by applying 
methods such as Cronbach’s alpha as the results would not be significant. 
One of the most essential criteria in social research is validity. Validity is concerned with whether the 
designed measure reflects the concept it is supposed to measure (Bryman, 2008).  To measure if there 
has been a perceived added value, we measure if the tourists have experienced something new by using 
Put Danmark I Lommen, either by learning or seeing something new they could apply in their time out 
in the nature.  Internal validity is concerned with the aspect of causality, to be precise, if the 
relationship between two variables is stable. Our findings indicate that there is a strong relationship 
between our dependent and independent variable. The dependant variable- obtained added value by 
tourist shows a strong relationship with tourists experiencing something new (See Analyses part one). 
Therefore, we believe that our measure of interest added value is valid, both confirmed by the user 
analyses and the semi- structured interviews. 
 
2.6 Type of data 
 
This section will discuss the type of data gathered and utilized in the project. This project utilizes 
mainly first hand quantitative and qualitative data and also secondary hand data, which is both 
qualitative and quantitative.  
Our first hand data consists of a user survey, which aims to measure tourists’ experience and results are 
generated by applying SPSS Statistical Program. Generated data from the user analyses represents our 
quantitative data and it depicts frequency distribution of the investigated variables, also shows in bar 
charts for better comprehension. 
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Our qualitative data consists of interviews with the creators of Put Danmark I Lommen and it aims to 
investigate their opinions in relation to the experience of the tourists’ obtained from Put Danmark I 
Lommen and the core objective of the project. Conducted interviews consist of semi-structured 
interviews with Sara Gelskov- a nature counselor at the Geological museum in Faxe who made the 
choice for all the intermediate post locations in Praestoe Fjord and performed a quality check of the 
content of the movie sessions. Furthermore, we have interviewed Regitze Lassen, an environmentalist 
from the municipality in Faxe, who also contributed in the choice of movie stories and location of the 
intermediate posts. Last but not least we have interviewed the outdoor counselors Mads Ellegaard and 
project manager Marie Staun who took the initiative for the project. Opinions of all four interviewees 
are summarized in a table (See Appendix 4) and they uncover information about the main goals and 
aspirations of Put Danmark I Lommen and discuss tourists’ experiences. The semi-structured 
interviews gave us the possibility to collect comprehensive personal opinions that uncover notions that 
could not be touched upon by the user survey with the tourists. The qualitative data collected by the 
interviews with the creators of the project Put Danmark I Lommen gives us a broader perspective and it 
contributes to the overall findings.  
Moreover we utilize personal observations of tourists in the area of east Denmark and their experiences 
out in the nature. Such are utilized to discuss the ability and accessibility of the technological aspect. 
Furthermore, in our investigation we make use of a report prepared by Visit Denmark about the 
demands of the future tourists, a report by Frilufstradet (Outdoor Council) about the usage of Put 
Danmark I Lommen and a report by Visit East Denmark that states forecasts future tourists’ demands 
and changes in consumption within traveling and tourism. 
2.7 Limitations/ Scope 
 This section aims to discuss the limitations of our research. As previously noted, this project discusses 
Put Danmark I Lommen, as part of the bigger project Ferhmanbelt Destination. Fehmarnbelt 
Destination aims to enhance the attractiveness of the region on both sides of the bridge- German and 
Danish. However, in this report we only focus on the area of Denmark and more specifically the three 
destinations of Put Danmark I Lommen- Praestoe Fjord, Paradisruten and Nature Park Aamosen. 
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We discuss how Put Danmark I Lommen enhances tourists’ experiences in the area of east Denmark. 
Moreover, it is important to note that the user survey is conducted by gathering the responses of the 
present tourists in the area only at the time of our presence in the region and therefore the survey 
represents a small sample of the whole population of the tourists in the area. These implications are 
further discussed in the chapter criticism of the project. 
 
3. Theory 
 
3.1 Choice of theories  
The following chapter presents the theories and concepts that are utilized in the following report. They 
both serve as a frame to conduct a discussion about the added value of a product such as Put Danmark I 
Lommen and the behavior of its present and perspective users. The concepts of experience economy 
are utilized in order to present the shift from commodities, goods and services to the era of experiences 
and transformations. It describes the demand for intangible goods that create a new value for the 
consumers. At this point the theory of experience economy overlaps with the concept of prosumption 
by Alvin Toffler which describes the change of consumers’ behavior and the motivation to produce 
goods for own consumption.  
3.2 Experience Economy 
The following chapter will explain the concepts commodities, goods and services as coined by Pine and 
Gilmore. Their notions and meanings need to be understood in order to explain the concept of 
experiences and their significance in the era of experience economy. 
Commodities are materials extracted from the natural world: animal, mineral, vegetable (Pine & 
Gilmore, 2011: 9). They are extracted either from or under the ground or could be raised on the ground.  
After commodities are being extracted companies process them in different ways to achieve certain 
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characteristics. Subsequent to being processed, the commodities are being stored   and afterwards 
transported to the market. Commodities are fungible, meaning that they can be exchanged, but not 
differentiated; therefore they are sold to unnamed markets, where they are purchased for a price defined 
by the supply and demand for the given commodity. During the short term, the price of the commodity 
is not related to the cost the extraction and during the long term the market or the invisible hand, as 
Adam Smith refers to it, is the one that determines the price of the commodity (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
With the beginning of the Industrial Revolution from 1750 to 1850 the agriculture was advanced by the 
new technological developments which led to boosting productivity. Before the revolution farming and 
extracting agricultural commodities constituted the bigger part of the working population, while after 
the revolution major part of the labour force was found in factories. This shift from farming to 
manufacturing by using technological advancements led to the productions of goods (Pine & Gilmore, 
2011). 
Good in comparison are made by commodities. They are tangible items and could be differentiated, 
due to the differences that exist in the features of the given goods, for example different automobiles or 
cell phones possess different features that differentiates them form one another. Goods good be 
purchased in a store or warehouse, over the internet or out of a catalogue. What is significant about 
goods is since they fulfill customers ‘needs customers value the goods more than the actual 
commodities that were used to produce the good.  The price of the goods could be determined by the 
cost of their manufacturing, which in the beginning stage was costly and time consuming. The new 
technological innovations lowered the number of manufacturer workers needed to produce a certain 
output which generated wealth by this sector and abundance of goods, which followed an increased 
demand for services. Statistical data from the United Nations International Labour Organizations from 
1950 points out that 50% of the working force in United States was employed in the service industry. 
Nowadays, the service industry employs around 90 % of the working force, 10 % are employed in the 
manufacturing sector and hardly 1.3 % of the Americans are employed in the farming sector (Pine & 
Gilmore, 2011). 
While goods are tangible items, such as cars, computers, cell phones, services are intangible activities 
that are provided to customers, for instance car repair, haircuts, doctor’s examination. Services are 
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usually specific activities that the clients desire, but do not want to do themselves.   Certain kinds of 
goods are used to provide the particular service, but the clients appreciate the benefits of the service 
more than the actual goods that were necessary to provide the service. Furthermore, in a service 
economy, which is represented by the most advanced countries in the world, individuals desire 
services. Since they value services higher than goods, they save on goods to be able to consume more 
services (Pine & Gilmore, 2011: 13). 
The border between goods and services is sometimes blurred, especially when it comes to restaurant. 
Restaurants deliver tangible goods- food, but since they deliver it upon the individual requests of the 
customers they are defined as service providers (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
The highly valued services made companies to buy goods to sell services at a very low to almost no 
cost in order to attract customers. The service economy reached a level where goods and services are 
not enough to satisfy its customers (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
Experiences came about to create a new value for consumers. While commodities are characterized as 
fungible, goods as tangible, services as intangible, experiences are considered as memorable. The 
provider of the experience is the experience stager who does not anymore provide only goods and 
services but also a memorable experience that involved interaction of customers’ senses. Experiences 
are highly personal, meaning that two people cannot have the same experience and their experience 
depends on the state of mind and personal upbringing. An experience arises when an individual has 
been engaged on an emotional, physical, intellectual, or even spiritual level. The value of experiences 
is in the memory of the individuals who were engaged in them and it usually remains for long time 
afterwards. Psychological researchers have proven that individuals are happier when purchasing 
experiences rather when buying goods, therefore purchasing experiences is higher valued by people 
compared to purchasing services and goods (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
The progression of economic value could be traced on the table below and demonstrated by an example 
of a birthday party. Back in the day to celebrate children’s birthday their mother would bake a cake at 
home, using commodities such as eggs, flour, butter, sugar, milk and cocoa that all together cost around 
a dime or two. Between 1960 and 1970, after the manufacture of packaged cake mixes by various 
companies, such as Procter& Gamble, General Mills, Betty Crocker and so on goods like this were 
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used for the birthday celebration. The cost was higher, but parents could make the cake easier and 
along with saving time. Later on in 1980 backing homemade cake was substituted by ordering cakes 
from local bakeries or simply purchasing from supermarkets. The new tendency was more costly , 
equivalent to ten times the price of the goods used to make the cake, even that it the ingredients were 
still less than a dollar. Nowadays, kids’ birthday parties are usually in the hands of family 
entertainment centers where children can experience a different set of fun practices. The price 
entertaining companies charge include the increased value that is provided for their customers. The 
shift of the progression of economic value is how companies make profits, providing memorable 
experiences, relevant to customers’ needs. As the market becomes more competitive and the offerings 
more differentiated, they come closer to the needs of the customers and subsequently their price 
increases. (Pine & Gilmore, 2011) 
 
 
 
Table: Shifting up the progression of Economic value  
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Source: (Pine and Gilmore, 2011:111) 
 
Staging experiencing includes entertaining customers, but the most important feature in staging them is 
involving individuals in the actual experience. Experiences can engage individuals on a different 
number of dimensions. The figure below shows the four realms of experiences.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table: The four realms of experience 
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Source: (Pine and Gilmore, 2011:46) 
The first dimension located on the horizontal axis relates to the level of guests or customer 
participation. Customers could be passively participating in a particular experience if they do not affect 
or influence the performance of the event/ experience. Passive participants could be movie goers, 
visiting a cinema, as they only passively listen and watch the movie. On the other hand active 
participants participate in creating their own experience and somehow affect the particular 
performance. Active participants could be ice skaters who personally affect the performance. The other 
dimension is illustrated on the horizontal axis and it expresses the relationship between the customers 
and the event or the performance. Absorption is when the experience is brought to the individual from a 
distance and on the other hand immersion occurs when the individuals are part of the experience either 
physically or virtually. If a person is watching a concert or a movie on the television then they are 
absorbing the experience and not directly participating in the performance, while if someone is playing 
a virtual game then they are participating in the performance and immersed in the experience. 
Combining any of the four dimensions- passive and active participation, absorption and immersion 
determine the realm of the experience. The four realms of experience are entertainment, educational, 
escapist and esthethic (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
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Entertainment experiences occur when people passively absorb experiences using their senses, for 
example watching a movie or reading a book. 
Educational experiences take place when the individuals are absorbed in the performance and they 
actively participate in it. In order to enhance individuals’ knowledge and skills the individuals are 
actively engaged in the educational event. In educational experiences the outcome of learning lies 
within the individual and the level of their participation, not so much in the provider of the experience. 
The escapist experiences, as one can see on the table above are total opposite of the entertainment 
experiences. They require active participation where the individuals are highly immersed by the event 
and become the actors who can change the mode of performance. Examples of escapist experiences are 
gambling, playing computer games, chatting online. 
Esthethic experiences do not require active participation from the individuals; rather they are immersed 
in the event or environment but without changing it anyhow. Esthethic experience would be visiting a 
museum or standing on the last floor of the Eiffel tower. 
The core acts for all of the four realms of an experience are quite different: the guests of the 
educational experiences want to learn, the entertainment guests want to have fun, the escapist want to 
go and do and the esthethic want to be (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
Pine and Gilmore though explain that experiences are not the final economic offering. When an 
experience is staged in a way that it perfectly suits individuals’ needs, then that experience changes and 
brings the individual to transformation. Transformations have a long lasting effect on individuals and 
therefore they are highly and more appreciated by consumers, compared to experiences. Nowadays 
individuals seek for experiences that provide them with something more than a memorable experience, 
they look for transformations. Many people choose to become gym members in order to transform their 
bodies and increase their physical well being or they decide to take classes or entire education to 
increase their knowledge and skills which could assure them better living (Pine & Gilmore, 2011:244). 
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 All sorts of companies are able to create series of experiences to transform their customers, especially 
tourist companies, as travel provides more opportunities for an individual to transform their lives ( 
Kottler, 1997). 
Transformations are effectual, meaning that they have a long lasting effect on the individuals 
consuming them. The consumers of transformations seek to be guided to the specific goal or purpose, 
for example what exercise program to follow to achieve the wanted goals or what literature to read to 
acquire some analytical skills. The consumers of the transformation are the aspirants, as they aspire to 
achieve and transform themselves and the elicitor is the provider of the transformation, the one that is 
guiding it (Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
Transformations are individual, meaning that if an individual goes through a certain transformation, 
then they will no longer be the same and the transformation cannot happen again, since the individual 
will be already transformed in some way. Transformations occur depending on the offering of the 
elicitor but the customer is the product itself, as the transformation occurs within them and therefore 
the offering is the individual. Important for elicitors- the sellers of transformation are that they need to 
bear in mind what customers aspire, no matter which of their traits they need to transform- emotional, 
educational, physical or spiritual. Transformational experiences could use one of the realms of 
experiences (entertainment, educational, esthetic or escapist) to transform individuals but the most 
transforming experiences are a combination of the four reams. For the transformation to occur it is vital 
that the customer is following trough, for example that the student is reading the required literature, 
submitting assignments and obtaining good grades.  The transformations cannot be simply delivered, as 
the individual is the product and the work of the seller is to guide them through their transformation 
(Pine & Gilmore, 2011). 
 
The table below shows the fundamental differences of the five economic offerings explained so far to 
give a better understanding of the distinction between them. 
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Table: Economic Distinctions 
Economic 
Offering 
Commodities Goods Services Experiences Transformations 
Economy Agrarian Industrial Service Experience Transformation 
Economic 
Function 
Extract Make Deliver Stage Guide 
Nature of 
Offering 
Fungible Tangible Intangible Memorable Effectual 
Key 
Attribute 
Natural Standardized Customized Personal Individual 
Method 
of Supply 
Stored in bulk 
          
Inventoried 
after 
production 
Delivered 
on demand 
Revealed 
over a 
duration 
Sustained 
through time 
Seller Trader Manufacturer Provider Stager Elicitor 
Buyer Market Customer Client Guest Aspirant 
Factors of 
Demand 
Characteristics Features Benefits Sensations Traits 
 
 Source: (Pine and Gilmore, 2011:9) 
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3.3 Prosumption 
 
The following chapter aims to present the concept of prosumption and prosumers and trends in 
consumer’s behavior. The chapter focuses on the concepts of prosumption initially elucidated by the 
American futurist Alvin Toffler in his book The Third Wave where he examines reactions and changes 
in society. Furthermore, study of the Marketing Professor Philip Kotler is also utilized in order to 
present an application of the Toffler’s paradigm of prosumption to marketing and to extend the 
prosumer concept further.  
The term prosumption is first coined by Alvin Toffler and the term itself derives by contracting the two 
words, production and consumption. Toffler considered prosumers to be a segment of the society that 
is involved in the production of the services and goods for their own need. Toffler outlines three stages 
of development of the society which he calls First, Second and Third wave. (Toffler 1980) 
The First wave is the pre-industrial society where the majority of the people are prosumers and the 
prevalent process is self-production. In this stage the people tend to grow their own food and are 
involved in designing their own clothing, education, entertainment, etc. The prosumers in the First 
wave are the larger part, compared to the few specializing in production, and they exchange their 
surplus output for specialized production. (Kotler 1986) 
The following second wave is a stage where marketization and industrialization are the main processes. 
This is the society during the Industrial Revolution. The majority of the people are involved in 
production and the factory is the dominant institution. A main feature of the stage is the mass 
production and mass consumption. Toffler describes it as follows: “Thee Second Wave Society is 
industrial and based on mass production, mass distribution, mass consumption, mass education, mass 
media, mass recreation, mass entertainment, and weapons of mass destruction.”(Toffler 1980). This 
stage is also marked with the separation of the production and consumption. The larger part of the 
society does not produce for own use any longer but for exchange. More time is invested in production 
and with the earnings of the production of one thing people buy other. The goods are produced with 
focus on the efficiency and consumed with indulgence. (Kotler 1986)  
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The Third wave, Toffler describes as a synthesis between the First and Second wave. Here the 
prevailing processes are demarketization and demassification. In this stage the society moves away 
from the separation between consumption and production and moves toward to reintegration of the 
two. In the Third wave Alvin Toffler predicts acceleration of change marked with development of 
knowledge-based production. The reasons for the emergence, according to the author of The Third 
wave are various.  
As the costs of skilled labour will increase, people will aim at substitute the service of different 
professionals and instead would educate themselves in how to perform different tasks. For example 
more and more people would do the painting of their houses and the plumbing instead of hiring a 
professional painter or plumber. (Kotler 1986) Moreover some people will feel that they can perform 
the tasks better themselves and doing it on their own would also provide them with more freedom and 
arena to create.  
Another reason for the shift to the prosumption era is that people would be more quality oriented and 
more conscious about the quality of different products on the market. This will make the users create 
their own goods rather than purchasing mass manufactured goods. They will also seek to gain different 
knowledge on how to create goods that will completely satisfy their needs. (Kotler 1986)  
As people will be much higher educated, according to Toffler, they would seek further self-
actualization. They will no longer agree to perform tasks at work that they consider boring or take an 
education that is not challenging enough.  Advanced technology will be in many occasions the tool for 
exchanging and gaining information. The advanced technology society, on the other hand would create 
jobs that require mainly mental labour, and hence those sitting at desks all day will seek physical 
activities, including some involving self-production. (Kotler 1986)   
What Philip Kotler defines in his work "The Prosumer Movement: A new challenge for marketers”, as 
“marketing challenge” is the difficulty in promoting services and goods that could be created by the 
user. The marketers should carefully research these services and try to design them with involving the 
users and providing them with the part of producer/co producer. Kotler outlines four vital features that 
tend to attract prosumers: high cost saving, require minimal skill, consume little time and effort, and 
yield high personal satisfaction. 
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One of the most important prosumer values is the role to design and produce the demanded goods and 
services. By designing its own products the prosumer aims better quality and hence is moving toward 
task elaboration instead of task simplification. 
 
 
4. Analyses and Discussion   
 
4.1 Increasing tourists’ awareness about nature, culture and history – the added value in 
the context of Put Danmark I Lommen 
The following chapter will discuss how tourists’ experiences visiting the region of East Denmark are 
affected by the implementation of Put Danmark I Lommen. In order to accomplish such a task, we will 
analyse collected tourists responses to a designed by us survey (See Appendix 2&3) and conducted 
semi-structured interviews with the co-creators of Put Danmark I Lommen, namely the outdoors and 
nature counsellors (See Appendix 4). To analyse the tourist survey and interviews with counsellors we 
will utilize the concepts of experience economy by Pine and Gilmore and more specifically the 
concepts of experience and transformations. 
As coined by Pine and Gilmore the concept of experiences involves a memorable experience, where the 
individual receiving the experience is engaged on an emotional, physical, intellectual or spiritual level 
and the provider of the experience involves the customers’ senses. Essential for experiences is the 
memory obtained by the given experience which is personal, meaning that no one can experience the 
same and furthermore the memory of the experience remains in the individual long after the experience 
itself.  
With the creation of the project Put Danmark I Lommen tourists in the region of East Denmark are 
given an opportunity to download short movies about the nature, culture and history of the region. The 
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movies are around forty seconds to a minute long and could be downloaded from any of the 
intermediate posts located in the area of East Denmark – Nature Park Aamosen, Praestoe Fjord and 
Paradisruten.  They could be downloaded either by scanning a QR code, accessible for all smart phones 
or via Bluetooth for the rest of the phones.  
By receiving such a movie on their phones the tourist can  learn numerous “how to do” activities out in 
the nature , such as how to discover and locate animal tracks out in the nature or how to and where to 
find certain bird species, which are otherwise hard to situate, without the knowledge gained from the 
short movies. In addition, tourist can learn cultural and historical facts about objects in the region of 
east Denmark.  
For example, at Fiskerhuset (the fishers’ house) located in the area of Prastoe fjord the tourist can see a 
movie about the roof of the building and how it was build. The movie reveals a historical story where 
one can also learn cultural facts. A story like this, once seen by the tourists stays in their minds as a 
memorable episode that could be recalled years after. Furthermore, after one has seen the movie about 
the fishers’ house (which can be downloaded right by it), it is no longer another tourist attraction one 
passes by and looks at, but the experience of the visit is enhanced by a fascinating memorable story one 
can remember after the visit. 
Another example was brought to us from the interview with Mads Ellegaard- the head of the outdoor 
counsellor in Denmark. In a weekend spent out in the nature with his family they reach an area where 
sea eagles could be seen. During their visit though, the sea eagles were not visible, but with the help of 
a movie he previously received on his phone by Put Danmark I Lommen he was able to show his 
family how the sea eagles look like and how they could be spotted out in the nature. Such happening 
shows that the memory of the movie is kept in people’s mind and furthermore the knowledge obtained 
from the movie could be applied to other tourist occasions out in the nature. 
To sum up Put Danmark I Lommen is the stager, provider of the experience. It adds value to the 
tourists’ experiences by offering to its guests- the tourist a memorable movie which interacts with 
tourists’ senses and its experience is highly personal. In the case of Put Danmark I Lommen, guests 
have a variety of different seasonal experiences consistent with the different tourist locations and 
animal species.  
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As noted by Pine and Gilmore experiences include entertaining people, but depending on the various 
realms of the experience they can engage the tourists on different dimensions.  
To verify the kind of experiences the tourists are going through, we are going to utilize Pine and 
Gilmore’s model of the four realms of experience. According to their model experiences depend on the 
level of guests’ participation, which is depicted on the horizontal axe. On the other hand, the vertical ax 
shows the relationship between the guests and the event or the performance. Consequently, they 
consider passive participant not to affect the event or the performance and active ones to be creating 
their own experience. To determine tourists’ experiences we refer to the interviews with the co-creators 
of Put Danmark I Lommen. According to the nature counsellor Regitze Lassen tourists have different 
demands; she separates the tourists into families with kids, looking for more play like activities and 
young people looking for more dynamic activities. The outdoor counselors Mads Ellegaard and Marie 
Staun distinguish two kinds of tourist groups- the ones that seek relaxation and those who prefer more 
dynamic activities. Even though a tourist could be mixture of both on a given day, as Marie says Put 
Danmark I Lommen is good option for those seeking more explorative and dynamic activities. 
When referring to the customer-to- performance interrelation Pine and Gilmore depict two kinds of 
experiences- absorption and immersion. Absorbing experiences are carried out usually from a distance 
to the customers while immersing experiences occur when the customers become part of the 
experiences either physically or virtually. Since the tourists are physically present at the nature site, we 
believe that they are immersed in the experience. Even though that while they watch the movie they 
could experience to be absorbed by the content, we consider that their overall experience falls under the 
immersion category as they are present and main participants of their experience in the nature. 
According to the creators of Put Danmark I Lommen the movies had an educational goal. Both the 
nature and outdoor counsellors believe that the movies are both educational and entertaining and they 
could enhance tourists’ knowledge of nature, culture and history about the region. 
Table: The four realms of experience 
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Source: (adapted from Pine and Gilmore, 2011:46) 
We consider the users of Put Danmark I Lommen to fall into the entertainment and educational realm 
of experiences. Entertainment experiences account for passive absorbing of experiences, using your 
senses. If the tourists only happen to simply observe the movies by using their senses but they do not 
apply the gained knowledge out in the nature, then one can argue that their experience falls under the 
entertainment realm. 
In contrast, educational experiences comprise of individuals who are absorbed in the performance and 
also actively participate in it and the level of learning depends on the consumer of the experience, not 
so much of the stager. Therefore, we consider tourists using PDIL to fall in this category if they utilize 
what they have learned from the movies out in the nature. To sum up depending on the kind of 
experience the tourists are looking for -to have fun or learn something they could go through an 
entertaining or educational experience or a mixture of both. 
To find out if Put Danmark I Lommen increases the awareness of the tourists about nature, culture and 
history we have conducted a user survey, where we ask tourists who were visitors of the area of 
Praestoe Fjord and Fedhavn. 
To find out tourist satisfaction we ask them how satisfied they are with visiting Praestoe Fjord. The bar 
chart below shows the frequencies of tourists’ responses. Fifteen out of twenty one respondents say that 
they are extremely satisfied, which constitutes 71.4% of all the respondents. Four out of twenty one are 
very satisfied (19%) and only two respondents are somewhat satisfied (9.5%). 
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From the gathered data one can see that the tourist satisfaction with visiting Praestoe Fjord is relatively 
high. 
With our next question we ask the tourists if they have experienced something that they have not seen, 
felt or knew before. Here we aim to identify if Put Danmark I Lommen have contributed to tourists 
experiences and whether they have learned or experienced something new.  The bar chart below shows 
that fifteen out of twenty has said yes, which stands for 71.4% of all the respondents and six out of 
twenty one gave a negative answer.  
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From the gathered responses one can see that the majority of tourists, 71.4%, have experienced 
something new by using the Put Danmark I Lommen short movies. 
With the next question we have tried to measure ability to access the movies and accessibility of the 
movies. From personal observations we came to identify that a numerous numbers of tourist did not 
have a cell phone on them out in the nature and furthermore, there was another group of tourists, 
mainly older tourists who were not eager to try to download the movies. However, we could not 
measure the number of the tourists in the different groups we have shown to some of the tourist the 
short movies in order to evaluate their experience from the movie. Although for that group of tourists 
we cannot argue whether they had difficulties downloading the movie or not, as we have used our own 
phones to demonstrate it. In relation to the older tourists our personal observations show that when they 
reach the intermediate stand where the movies could be transmitted to the tourists phones they read the 
informational board about the area, they grab a brochure and they continue their walk. This indicates 
that first some tourists are not aware and simply do not notice that the stand offers not only information 
brought on paper brochures but also a digitally transmitted short movie. Furthermore, we do not 
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exclude the option that older people do not feel comfortable with using new technology, such as QR 
codes and Bluetooth transmitting of data. 
Such opinions were confirmed by both the nature and outdoors counsellors who consider technology to 
be an obstacle for older tourists to enjoy the short movies.  
With our next question, we aim to find out if the tourists will recommend Put Danmark I Lommen to 
friends and relatives. As depicted on the bar chart below one can see that four out of twenty one 
respondents will not recommend it, which constitutes 19% of all respondents and the rest 81% will 
recommend it to friends and family. 
 
The gathered responses makes us believe that 81% of the tourists were satisfied with their experience 
and will share it with family and friends so they can experience it as well. This could furthermore 
contribute for increasing popularity of PDIL and increase the future demand for it. 
Our next question aims to find out if the tourists present at Praestoe Fjord have been to the other 
locations of Put Danmark I Lommen. The gathered data shows that none of the respondents have been 
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to the other Put Danmark I Lommen locations- Paradisruten or Nature Park Åmosen. 
 
Such findings make us believe that the other Put Danmark I Lommen locations are not popular enough 
among the recent tourists of Prastoe Fjord. If a relatively high percentage of the tourists are satisfied 
with visiting Prastø Fjord, have learned something new by using Put Danmark I Lommen and would 
recommend it to a friend, then the unpopularity of the other regions must be unawareness among the 
tourist for their existence. 
Our last question from the tourist survey has the goal to identify whether tourists’ overall experience 
have been improved by using Put Danmark I Lommen. Therefore, we asked the tourists near 
Fiskerhuset and Fedhavn (two locations in area of Praestoe Fjord) if their leisure time has been 
improved by being able to see the short movies out in the nature. Results are shown in a bar chart 
below.  
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Gathered responses show that fourteen out of twenty one respondents report that their leisure time have 
not been improved by using Put Danmark I Lommen, which corresponds to 66.7% of all tourists asked. 
Seven out of twenty one or 33.3% report that their leisure time has been improved by using Put 
Danmark I Lommen. Such findings make us believe that even if the tourists report that they have 
experienced something new by seeing or learning something new out in the nature, they do not 
consider Put Danmark I Lommen to improve their overall experience.  
As we have already discussed, in experience economy as pointed by Pine and Gilmore experiences are 
not the final economic offering (Pine & Gilmore, 2011:244). If experiences are staged well in a way 
that they perfectly satisfy individuals’ needs then that experience could bring the person to a 
transformation. We believe that in the context of Put Denmark I Lommen 71.4% of the tourists happen 
to go through an experience but only 33.3% could be argued to have been through a transformation. 
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Such a finding indicates that what Put Danmark I Lommen is offering to the tourists is not sufficient 
enough to bring them through transformations and there is ground for improving the offering so it 
becomes even more attractive for its guests and future guests. 
Furthermore, to identify what is significant for tourists to attain added value to their experience in the 
nature by using Put Danmark I Lommen we have utilized a statistical data which depicts the correlation 
between the different indicators of the measure (See Appendix 3 for full data results). 
 
 
 
 
As one can see from the table there is a significant relationship between tourists who have learned 
something new (change/experience) and the ones who report that their leisure time has been improved 
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by using Put Danmark, which could be interpreted that the tourists who have used Put Danmark I 
Lommen and have learned something new have been through an experience which added to their 
overall experience out in the nature. 
 The other high relationship discovered is between satisfactions with visiting the area and tell a friend. 
Such finding indicate that if tourists have been satisfied with visiting the area there is a high likelihood 
that they will recommend it to a relative or friend. This could contribute to the popularity of the area, 
increased popularity of Put Danmark I Lommen and enhanced tourists’ experiences. 
  
To discover if and how Put Danmark I Lommen is increasing tourists’ awareness of the nature, culture 
and history of the region and subsequently adding value to tourists’ experiences we utilize the opinions 
of the creators of Put Danmark I Lommen, namely the nature and outdoor counsellors in charge for Put 
Danmark I Lommen. A summary of all three interviews is brought together in a table for easier 
comprehension (See Appendix 4), interpretation of the data follows in this section. 
Put Danmark I Lommen as already discussed represents a dissemination of information out in the 
nature. To be carried out to its guests, the tourists of the area they should be eager to receive 
information and furthermore be able to receive the information on their personal mobile phone. 
Opinions of   the nature and outdoor counsellors show that tourists are willing to receive information in 
their leisure time out in the nature. Although as pointed by Regitze Lassen the tourists are curious, but 
they demand a short information session. From our personal observations in the area of Fedhavn and 
Fiskerhuset we have observed that tourists were curious about seeing the movies and furthermore they 
were satisfied with the length of the movies, as none of the tourists seemed bored by their length. 
Therefore, we consider Put Danmark I Lommen to arise tourists’ curiosity about nature, culture and 
history and we find the length of the movies to be satisfactory. 
According to the report from the outdoor counselors (See Appendix 5) one can see how many 
downloads there have been per year, but only for the QR codes as the system for measuring Bluetooth 
transmit ion did not work. There have been 51 downloads at Aamosen, 71 in the area of Paradisruten 
and 95 at Prastoe Fjord. However, we cannot conclude that Prastoe Fjord is the most popular as there 
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has been technical problems with the QR transmitters and some of them did not work for a short period 
of time. Moreover the transmitters have been running properly after the beginning of season 2012 and 
within a year an accurate prognosis could be created for the popularity of the different areas.  
The co-creators of Put Danmark i Lommen believe that the movies enhance tourists’ experiences and 
they learn new information they could utilize in their leisure time in the nature. The outdoor and nature 
counselors believe that tourists can gain both educational and entertainment experiences, but they 
divide the movies into three categories- culture, nature and history. The counselors have created movies 
that were in accordance with the seasons and the animal species in the area and they believe tourists’ 
curiosity could be increased and they could return for the next season to experience the nature again. 
That could of course increase tourists’ awareness about the area within the three categories- nature, 
culture and history.  Furthermore, visiting the area once or more than once could contribute for the 
future popularization of the region and its nature. As we have concluded of the survey analyses 81% of 
the tourists will tell their friends and relatives about their experience in the nature which indicates that 
the region has quite high chances for becoming popular among the tourists. Furthermore, the 
counselors believe that tourists become more receptive for receiving information in their leisure time 
and that could furthermore enhance their experience in the nature and awareness about the region. The 
outdoor counselor Marie Staun believes that one of the reasons the short movies complement tourists’ 
experiences is the fact that tourists receive them right at the nature, while their experience is already 
taking place. That according to Staun makes it more exciting by for example spotting animals and other 
objects in reality that have just been seen in the movie. 
Accessibility and ability to download the movies will be discussed in the following chapters where 
ideas for future improvements will be discussed. 
 
  
4.2 Prosumption  
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The following chapter is a discussion of whether and how the visitors of East Denmark become 
prosumers by using Put Danmark I Lommen. The discussion is supported by primary data that presents 
the opinion of the creators of Put Danmark I Lommen and a user survey. Crucial points for the 
discussion are also provided by a report created by Visit Denmark that discusses the future demands of 
the tourists (visitdenmark.dk/NR/rdonlyres/16877348-E001-4E7C-950C-
98131FF37F57/0/fremtidens_rejsebehov_2011.pdf, 2012) The concept of prosumption by Alvin 
Toffler serves as a frame for the following discussion as it illustrates the different changes in the 
society supported by the secondary and primary data. The chapter ends with recommendations that can 
bring improvements and help to increase the awareness of Put Danmark I Lommen.  
 
4. 3 Prosumers features  
According to recent report created by Visit Denmark to present the challenges for the future demands 
of travelers and visitors within the borders of Denmark, the higher life standard had influenced the 
travelers in a way that they have increased their interest in intangible consumption in the field of 
traveling, experience and entertainment. (Visitdenmark.dk, 2012). As the travelers have already 
experienced a lot and tried many different types of services and entertainment within tourism, the 
creators of tourists’ products are challenged to create unique and customized experiences that meet 
travelers’ demands. A main change in the travelers’ behavior that has occurred is the shift form travel 
with the purpose of relaxation and vacation with the purpose of relaxing to travel with purpose of 
experience. (Visitdenmark.dk, 2012).   
Put Danmark I Lommen is an example of a product representative of the shift form tangible to 
intangible consumption as it comes across offering short informative and entertainment movies about 
the surroundings. The movies are unique and specially shot within the different areas in order to 
present authentic scenes and tips about the area. According to Toffler, the prosumers in the Third wave 
would also be highly educated and seeking new information and ways to broaden their knowledge. In 
the case of Put Danmark I Lommen, the information provided through the short movies is type of 
entertainment short stories that aim to reach broader audience and to be accessible for both young and 
elder. By providing authentic information with a dose of entertainment Put Danmark I Lommen aims to 
satisfy the need of intellectual stimulation of the prosumers.  
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According to a research of Visit Denmark, the technology is an important element in the everyday life, 
as it is an instrument for self-presentation and most of the activities of the mobile phone users are 
regularly updated and shared with friends. Moreover, mobile gadgets and mobile phone applications 
for smart phones also bring fun element to the technology and the use of it. Put Danmark I Lommen 
highly depends on these trends in technology since it requires from its user to have a smart phone that 
can scan the QR codes or phone that is able to receive the movies via Bluetooth. Furthermore, 
according to Marie Staun, the project manager of Put Danmark I Lommen, this sort of modern 
technology can also build a bridge in the relationship between parents and children, as it is usually the 
young who are more open to apply the technology. It is important to say that the project aims to attract 
many young people so that they can experience the nature with the added value of Put Danmark I 
Lommen. (See Appendix 4). 
Another trend within tourism that overlaps with the prosumers features is individuality. Consumers’ 
increasing demand on unique and individually-tailored services and products require products to be 
accessible and to give the consumer the freedom of obtaining them without extra help. In the case of 
Put Danmark I Lommen the extra help of a possible tourist guide is removed by the mean of the mobile 
technology which in this case is the information platform. In this way the consumer would get the 
experience that his or her needs are met which would make this customized type of services more 
attractive. Put Danmark I Lommen is an alternative to a tourist guide and moreover the user has the 
possibility to select the preferred language and to explore the other movies and to visit the other 
intermediate posts in the particular location.  
Kotler also predicts that consumers would like to have more freedom in the design of the products they 
consume and this would be motivated by the search for better quality. According to him, that presents a 
shift from task simplification to task elaboration; more people are buying and grinding coffee beans 
and brewing their own coffee instead of just adding boiling water to instant powdered coffee (Kotler 
1986). This trend of striving for higher quality and individually designed products has also numerical 
examples in the tourist industry. According to research conducted in Denmark this is due to tourists’ 
diverse and targeted purposes of their travels. Tourist destinations and companies should therefore be 
able to expand their services and offer products that satisfy consumers’ particular needs. Examples of 
those types of customized services within Denmark are: Running-Copenhagen, which offers guided 
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jogging tours and runners can choose between City Tour and Business Tour, Bountyclub which is a 
golf club that provides specialized golf trips where travelers are offered the best in the golf industry 
(visitdenmark.dk). We believe that Put Danmark I Lommen offers task elaboration to the visitors of 
Praestoe Fjord, Nature Park Aamosen and Paradisruten as it can add extra experience to the traditional 
walk, hiking or camping.  
 
4.4 Producing value for own consumption 
 
The notion of the Third wave society and the active type of consumers suggests that the consumers 
produce goods and services for their own consumption to which Alvin Toffler refers as prosumption. In 
the case of Put Danmark I Lommen the visitors of East Denmark, interested in receiving both more 
information about the area and sort of entertainment, would use their own mobile phones in order to 
receive the short films. In this way the visitors produce the service of obtaining information and 
entertainment themselves. Although the users of Put Danmark I Lommen would not have the 
possibility to choose a particular film, using their own mobile phones will provide them with the 
opportunity to be participants in receiving the experience of Put Danmark I Lommen.  
According to all the interviewees the visitors are curious and are willing to receive information while 
they are out in the nature. Complemented by the 71 per cent that have seen movies and have said that 
they have learned something new by using Pud Danmark I Lommen, we can argue that the visitors of 
Praestoe Fjord are interested in knowledge-based products such as Put D I Lommen. Not only they will 
receive the short information through the movies, but also they can apply it to future outdoor activities 
as argued in the first chapter of the analyzes chapter. 
4.5 Challenges of prosumption  
To meet the challenges of the rising prosumption activity, Kotler suggests the following characteristics 
that applied to a product or service would attract the new type of active consumers: high cost saving, 
minimal skill required, little time and effort consumption, high personal satisfaction.(Kotler 1986) 
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In the case of Put Danmark I Lommen the obtained experience is free of charge. In order to see the 
movies, the users should be present in the particular area, nearby the intermediate posts, where they can 
activate their Bluetooth connection on their phones and then receive the short movie. Another option to 
receive the movies is by scanning the QR codes, present on the information boards on all Put Danmark 
I Lommen locations, which would require a smart phone. Using the QR codes can also be seen as an 
obstacle as it is not free of charge. Although for the Danish tourist this might not be considered as a 
problem, according to the project leader M. Staun, the German tourists are not likely to use the QR 
codes since they have to pay much higher fee to use Internet on their mobile phones abroad. The 
creators of Put Danmark I Lommen had focused on developing a project that provides experience free 
of charge which means that the Bluetooth connection should in all cases be available. However there 
are shortcomings in both of the technologies that provide the movies.  
To the question of whether the visitors are experiencing difficulties accessing the movies all the three 
interviewees have answered ‘yes’. They have noticed the tendency of older people having types of 
phones that can use the Bluetooth connection instead of the QR codes, as they usually do not have a 
smart phone.  
One of the disadvantages of the Bluetooth is that sometimes it can take too long to access the 
information. As the little time consumption is a prime feature of the products likely to attract 
prosumers, Put Danmark I Lommen might fail to meet the users’ expectations. In other cases the users 
might be unable to get the short film at all if there are other people accessing the same Bluetooth 
connection at the same moment, which would simply require a long wait from the tourist. According to 
the project leaders, M. Staun and M. Ellegaard tourists are not likely to wait if the transmission of 
information is not immediate. They simply believe, as the applied theory also suggests, that the users 
would only spend limited time and effort to access the videos.  
Another crucial feature for a product to be attractive is to require minimal skill and effort.  These two 
features could differ according to the type of visitors and user of Put Danmark I Lommen. According to 
the creators of the project, interested in Put Danmark I Lommen would be the younger visitors of the 
nature parks in East Denmark and the prime reason for that is that they would be more receptive to 
apply technology in their leisure time compared to the older visitors (See Appendix 4). Elders are not 
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expected to be less interested in Put Danmark I Lommen itself but the accessing the actual movie might 
require greater effort for those that are not familiar with the technology of the QR codes scanning or 
Bluetooth connection.  
The location of the intermediate posts can also be an obstruction that limits the accessibility. This 
would require a larger effort form the tourists interested to find the posts and receive the movies. 
Although the intermediate posts are located very close to the main sights of the 3 different areas, some 
of them are not visible enough to attract the attention of the visitors and that may be one of the reasons 
of the low awareness of Put Danmark I Lommen.  
The final characteristic that would improve the quality of a prosumption based product is to bring high 
personal satisfaction to the user. In the case of Put Danmark I Lommen, the visitors are encouraged to 
participate in the process of receiving experience that brings value to them. 71 per cent of the asked 
visitors at Praestoe Fjord said that they are extremely satisfied with their visit and 19 per cent are very 
satisfied. In order to find out if the route of 5 intermediate posts at Praestoe Fjord, each providing with 
short movie, combination of educational information and entertainment, adds on the satisfaction we 
have asked whether this had add on the overall experience of the visitors. Here 71 per cent have 
answered ‘yes’.  
 
4.6 Recommendations for improvements for Put Danmark I Lommen 
According to the project description of Destination Fehmarnbelt (See Appendix 1) Put Danmark I 
Lommen is created to offer an additional experience to all the visitors of the different areas by applying 
mobile technology, as a platform for communication. There are two main target groups outlined in the 
same document; family with children and elders without children. However, the project description 
also states that Put Danmark I Lommen focuses on dissemination of knowledge through technology 
and providing this knowledge to all future tourists of the area. The interviewed project creators and co 
creators have also affirmed an aspiration to attract particularly young people that have not visited the 
area. 
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Promotion campaign  
The promotion campaign of Put Danmark I Lommen consisted of an event for the opening of the 
project on (May 13, 2012) and print of leaflets in German and Danish language for the 3 different 
nature areas, Paradisruten, Natur Park Aamosen and Parestoe Fjord. Apart from an announcement for 
the opening of the project on visitdenmark.com, which is the prime tourist web page in Denmark, no 
other sufficient marketing camping has been made in order to promote the project. We believe that in 
order to reach the 2 different target groups mentioned in the formal project description, Put Danmark I 
Lommen would require a concrete promotion campaign. This should include dissemination of 
information about the project targeted directly to both the present visitors and the future ones. 
Differentiated strategy could be a relevant procedure as different means to present the project should be 
used to reach the present and perspective visitors. A very effortless implication to promote Put 
Danmark I Lommen to the locals and to the present visitors of three nature parks could be to 
disseminate the information leaflets that had been already created, to different administration points or 
other places where the visitors are very likely to visit and receive other practical information about the 
specific areas. To be more specific, a place like that can be the administration office for the camping 
area at Prastoe Fjord for instance. All the visitors of the area that are planning to spend either the 
weekend or the entire summer vacation in the nature park are required to register and to gather 
information about the preserved area. At this point the visitors are attentive as they are about to learn 
about the specific rules for camping in the surrounding area. Providing information and promoting 
what can they do in their leisure time at the point where the visitors are receptive to information is a 
crucial way of offering Put Danmark I Lommen as the additional experience to their stay. 
Dissemination of information and promotional leaflets in other places like supermarkets, eateries and 
souvenir shops can only contribute to increasing the awareness of the intermediate stands and the short 
movies they provide.  
In order to attract younger visitors and more specifically teenagers between the ages of 12-15, (See 
Appendix 4) a special promotion plan should be developed. As the popularity of smart phone apps 
increases among the younger users, a suggestion could be to promote Put Danmark I Lommen in 
networks where other phone applications are available. In this way they can find this more specialized 
application that requires their presence at the actual nature park and place them in the center by 
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involving them in receiving the short videos. Information about the different routes that the 
intermediate posts create can also be made available to groups of young active nature visitors such as 
hikers, scouts, etc. Thus, the awareness of the three areas would increase and furthermore these types of 
organizations can apply the routes that Put Danmark I Lommen offers in Nature Park Aamosen, 
Paradisruten and Praestoe Fjord. The promotion can also take places at schools and other educational 
institutions in Denmark. Another suggestion is to offer Put Dnamark I Lommen as a type of exploration 
combined with the physical effort to reach all the intermediate posts in a particular nature park by 
walking, biking, etc. This can for instance be offered to teenagers and children that are overweight or 
suffer from obesity, so that they can have fun exploring a nature park while they do a healthy long 
walk.  
Visibility  
Another tip for enhancing the quality of Put Danmark I Lommen is to improve the visibility of the 
intermediate posts. At the time the user survey was conducted the location of the posts was difficult to 
find. Fiskerhuset, for instance is one of the locations at Praestoe Fjord that cannot be found by GPS. 
Moreover, the intermediate posts itself was also out of sight as it is located in yard surrounded by trees 
and bushes which makes it not visible for the people passing by. A recommendation for that matter 
could be to provide extra guidance to the visitors. This can be achieved by setting maps or pointers that 
lead to the specific sight and also further add the logo or a mark that Put Danmark I Lommen can be 
accessed at the specific location. This can attract more users and reduce the effort of finding the actual 
Put Danmark I Lommen locations.  
Selectivity  
According to the theories used to create the report and the tendencies in tourists’ behavior extracted 
from other researches selectivity and providing customized service can be recommended. In order to 
satisfy the different demands of the visitors regarding what sort of information they would like to 
receive or what sort of movie they would like to see, Put Danmark I Lommen should offer some sort of 
flexibility. This can be achieved by offering a selection of short videos at each intermediate post. Each 
of the movies could provide different series of information, for instance, one can be about the birds 
species in the area or providing practical information like what type of woods can be found in the area. 
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In this way the visitors would be able to select and watch a video that would satisfy their need for 
information and provide them with a tip about something they are particularly interested in. This would 
obviously require a change of the technology used in Put Danmark I Lommen and adding a larger 
selection of short videos.  
Written information  
Another recommendation that would not require a large change in the content of Put Danmark I 
Lommen is to provide with very little and very accessible written information on the actual 
intermediate post. This would mean that the information should be easy to comprehend from all the 
visitors in the area and should present precisely the two option of downloading the movies. Any extra 
information should not be included as according to the co creators of the project, this can put down the 
interest of the visitors in the nature parks.  
Maintenance of technology 
A crucial element of improving the concept of Put Danmark I Lommen is to provide a decent and fast 
way of receiving the short movies via both of the provided ways for that, Bluetooth connection and by 
scanning QR codes. Although the project had been finished and the intermediate posts had been 
positioned already in 2011, some of them have not been active for certain periods or were only able to 
provide the movies with one of the optional technologies. A problem like this can turn the visitors’ 
interest of using the other stands or to explore the other Put Danmark I Lommen Locations.  
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5. Conclusion  
In order to answer the research question ‘’ How could Put Danmark I Lommen add value to the 
experience of the visitors of East Denmark?’’ we have used different approaches.  We have used both 
qualitative and quantitative data to discuss whether Put Danmark I Lommen increases the awareness of 
the region and hence adds value to the experience of the visitors, and whether the visitors would be 
willing to create the value themselves. Thus, the report had focused on two prime aspects with common 
characteristics: experiences and prosumption.  
We have investigated the perceived experiences offered by Put Danmark I Lommen by creating a user 
survey where visitors of the area that have seen the movies reflect on questions about their perception 
of the product. The survey had shown that 71 % of the questioned visitors at Praestoe Fjord had 
experienced something new that they have not seen, felt or knew before by seeing the short movie. 
Through the analysis these results are interpreted as the value added by Put Danmark I Lommen to the 
visitors of the nature park. However, we believe that Put Danmark I Lommen is unable on its own to 
improve the overall leisure time of the visitors as the majority of the visitors had answered negatively 
to the question about improving their visit. From here we also conclude that the visitors may receive an 
experience but they do not get transformed. According to the collected responses to our survey question 
about the other Put Danmark I Lomen locations we conclude that the popularity of these areas among 
the visitors of Praestoe Fjord is very weak.  
According to the concept of prosumption, the consumer becomes prosumer in a situation where the 
consumers participate in the process of receiving product or service of value for them. In the case of 
Put Danmark I Lommen, the visitors are the co-creators of the experience they obtain as they need to 
arrive by the intermediate posts and use their own mobile phones to see the short movies. In this way 
the users of the discussed product are in the center of the creation of the value for their own 
consumption.  Our findings provide information that the majority from the ones that have seen the short 
movies had experienced and learned something new.  
We believe that with the stronger need for intellectual elements in consuming experiences and 
intangible goods, Put Danmark i Lommen is a useful product for this purpose. It can, not only bring 
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information about the culture, nature and history of the surrounding area but also to provide with tips 
and suggestions that the visitors of Praestoe Fjord, Nature park Aamosen and Paradisruten can apply 
further in their visits of the three areas.  
However, we believe that the project has not been promoted sufficiently enough so that the visitors are 
aware of the existence of Put Danmark I Lommen in the three areas, as none of the questioned visitors 
of Praestoe Fjord have heard about the other Put Danmark I Lommen locations and only few of them 
have tried to use the nature application. We consider that Put Danmark I Lommen requires more 
sufficient promotion plan, in order to reach the present and the perspective visitors of the three nature 
areas and thus increase their awareness to nature, culture and history.  
 
 
 
6. Criticism  
 
In order to investigate whether and how tourists’ experiences in the area of east Denmark were 
enhanced by the use of Put Danmark I Lommen we have conducted a users’ survey. However it is 
important to note that in the process of collecting tourists’ responses we have had two different 
strategies.  
Our first strategy consisted of showing tourists that have not seen the Put Danmark I Lommen movie 
on our own phone in order to obtain their opinions and measure their experience. The reason behind 
this strategy was to collect more responses but we are aware of the fact that such strategy limits our 
ability to measure their full experience with Put Danmark I Lommen since the tourists do not receive 
the movie themselves on their own phones. Furthermore, that limits our capability to measure the 
ability and accessibility to download the movies and tourists’ presumption activity. 
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 The second strategy we have utilized in collecting tourists’ responses was to obtain their opinions after 
they have transmitted the movies to their phones. Even though such strategy could measure the full 
experience of the tourists, it happened not to be very fruitful, due to the low level of response rate. 
Reasons for the low number of tourists responses we find in the fact that the time of collecting the 
responses was at the beginning of the spring season, when there were not enough number  of tourists 
out in the nature. Moreover, Put Danmark I Lommen is a new concept that has been released for just 
about one year and in addition many of the intermediary stands have experienced technological 
malfunctions. This has constraint our abilities of collecting more data before the failures have been 
fixed and along with that we have been constrained by the limited time frame of the semester. 
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Short summary of project 
 
 
The project will develop a comprehensive cross Destination Fehmarnbelt MHB. to strengthen 
the Fehmarn Belt Region's attractiveness as a destination. 
The project conducts studies and analyzes of the common market potential, the common 
identity and common strengths. Against this background, formulated strategy for development 
and organization of further work, as well as through a wide publicity to ensure interaction of 
vision with stakeholders on both sides of the border, including regions, municipalities and 
tourism associations. The project will also develop new communications platforms, and 
implement specific marketing efforts that can visualize the new Destination Fehmarnbelt. 
Special emphasis on the use of online media and technology dissemination opportunities also 
 
 
Project Description 
 
It has been decided to establish a fixed link across the Fehmarn Belt. Bridge construction causes 
include: - a massive attention from the media in the region and a generally increased interest. - 
Major investments and increasing the attractiveness of both financially strong public and 
private actors. - Participation in tearing down the mental barrier that is present on both sides of 
the belt - water stands, a bridge connects. - Creating an identity for the new, united 
geographical unit - the Fehmarn Belt region. The future Fehmarn Link is a great opportunity for 
tourism in both Danish and German side. Bridge construction - and the time the finished bridge 
- allows for growth in the tourism industry. The bridge leads to the work of the Fehmarn Belt 
region as one destination. Firstly, it makes bridge construction now two distinct regions of the 
mainland with each other and bridge construction is to create a common identity for the two 
border regions. The establishment of a new destination given optimal conditions for visibility 
with the massive media attention that comes with being on the Fehmarn Belt. In addition, the 
bridge attract investment-ready, both public and private actors, and this gives tourist the 
opportunity to establish new interdisciplinary collaborations, which can give Fehmarnbelt as a 
single destination drive and anchoring. An increased effort towards the Swedish market in the 
Øresund Bridge gave a permanent Engelsk 
Dansk 
Tysk 
 
increase in the number of Swedish nights alone in the current Zealand by 70%, although the 
region was not directly adjacent to the bridge. The region's tourism potential of Fehmarn Link is 
estimated to be much larger. Germany is, according to new analyzes the foreign market, are 
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considered to have the greatest potential for Danish tourism, and the bridge will also have an 
effect on other markets on the continent - including Netherlands, Poland and Italy. The market 
potential for Danish tourism is thus considerably larger south of Fehmarn Link than east of 
Øresundbron . Simultaneously expected earlier and more extensive cross-national effort 
including both user research, product development and marketing to take advantage of tourism 
growth opportunities in the Fehmarn bridge to far greater results than the increased marketing 
that region alone conducted immediately before the Öresund Bridge. The result will 
undoubtedly also be correspondingly better. For the tourist industry in the German part of the 
Fehmarn Belt region provide the bridge to boost tourism, particularly from Denmark and 
Sweden. Simultaneously, a Fehmarnbelt Destination - there's the Germans offer the advantage 
that it bears a German name - expand the relatively small coastal holiday product and give the 
area greater volume and capacity as a coastal destination to the domestic (German) market, 
which is the dominant market, but also to include local markets of Poland and Holland. 
 
Engelsk 
Dansk 
Tysk 
 
If tourism is to be fully benefit from the creation of the bridge must work to create and 
promote a Fehmarnbelt Destination implemented now. The work requires long-term and 
ambitious planning. The bridge itself does not create tourism. It requires, inter alia, to develop 
customized experience products, strategic and practical cooperation, and to develop joint 
communication platforms and branding. This project will be developed a comprehensive 
Destination Fehmarnbelt. That is a cross-border destination for the entire Fehmarn Belt region, 
which can strengthen the Fehmarn Belt region's attractiveness as a destination. The project can 
be seen as a counterpart to the work that was done to facilitate traffic from traveling over the 
Bridge. Citizens on both sides of the Fehmarn Belt must be made aware of each other's 
geography as a tourist destination, while the Destination Fehmarnbelt developed, organized 
and marketed as a single attractive destination to potential tourists across Denmark, Germany 
and many other countries such as. Netherlands, Poland and Sweden, which holds the market 
potential for Destination Fehmarnbelt. Behind the project is the two regional tourism 
companies Visit East Denmark Tourism and Kiel Holstein Tourismus. With this project we want 
to start a development process for the Fehmarn Belt Region to ensure that the very awareness 
as bridge construction allows use of tourism-wise from the start, and developing the right 
foundation in order to get the full tourism-related output of the bridge the day it opened . 
 
 
 
Purpose 
 
To establish an attractive Fehmarnbelt Destination by bringing tourism stakeholders on both 
sides of the belt around a common vision and common activities and generating growth in the 
two regions / countries' tourism. Ensure tourism players in the overall work to strengthen the 
Fehmarn Belt Region. The project expects over three years to: Identify the Fehmarn Belt 
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region's total market potential Develop common identity and profile Formulate strategy and 
vision for the development of a cross Destination Fehmarnbelt Develop joint marketing 
platforms and activities (online and offline) that can implement the strategy Develop methods 
for the use of new technology in the dissemination of the area's uniqueness Provide support for 
Destination Fehmarnbelt with relevant public and private actors Determine future organization 
of the transnational Destination. 
 
 
Audience/target group 
 
First Business-to-business (business partners and stakeholders, including tourism associations, 
tourist boards, national tourism organizations, municipalities, Schleswig-Holstein Zealand / 
Growth Forum Zealand, Fehmarn Belt Committee, Øresundskommiteen, tourism companies) 2 
Tourists (Target groups are defined in the project based on market research). 
 
Planned Activities 
 
Describe the activities planned in detail, divided into work packages. Enter time and pens 
leading / managing partner for each Work package. A separate phase plane can be attached. 
WP 0: Lead Partnership - Project Management and Administration  
WP 1: Vision, organization and community identity  
WP 2: Marketing Strategy  
WP 3: Communicating via new technology 
 
 
WP 0 - LEAD PARTNERSHIP - PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION Visit East 
Denmark Tourism is the lead partner for the project and provide project management, 
coordination and bookkeeping as well as communication with the funding authorities - 
including the responsibility for ongoing and final evaluation. 
 
WP 1 - VISION, ORGANIZING AND COMMON IDENTITY aim of Workpackage 1 is to get qualified, 
formulated, made visible and anchored the vision of a common border Destination 
Fehmarnbelt, including to gather relevant knowledge to create a common identity and establish 
the necessary cooperation. VisitEastDenmark Tourism is responsible for implementing wp 1. 
 
Knowledge 
Knowledge will be collected the relevant knowledge for the development of the Common 
Destination Fehmarnbelt profile and marketing strategy, as well as for the identification of 
which experience products destination should focus on, and where there is a need for product 
development to meet the demand of present and future tourists . This will include be carried 
out analyzes of the target groups and markets that offer the greatest potential for the joint 
Danish-German Landing in a forward-looking perspective. It is important to analysis and 
potential assessment carried out in relation to cross-border perspective - as it is important to 
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elucidate synergies by thinking of the two geographical areas, respectively. north and south of 
the border and the upcoming bridge together, instead of looking at the areas of isolation. The 
work will culminate in both a comprehensive recommendation on how Destination 
Fehmarnbelt can be developed and marketed as a unique destination in the world, and an 
assessment of the economic potential of a Destination Fehmarnbelt. Visit East Denmark 
Tourism and Kiel Holstein Tourismus make two trips. The purpose of the study tours is to learn 
from others' experiences with common destination development and branding of an 
interregional / transnational area. Thus, it is desired to characterize the work of the project: 1 / 
First study tour goes to Copenhagen / Malmo - the Oresund region. Here we will meet with the 
Øresund Committee, the Øresund Bridge and others relevant actors. 2 / The second study goes 
to Dover / Calais, where we will meet with tourism stakeholders on the experience of tourism 
cooperation in the field and after the establishment of the tunnel under the English Channel. In 
both cases, it is about infrastructure mega-projects connecting the two countries. Of the two 
study trips undertaken in the project, we expect to gain knowledge about the experience 
players like ourselves have been in the work to establish common mission, common identity, 
common strategy and joint fire / visibility of transnational cooperation. What special challenges 
have there been? 
 
How have they been resolved? Have the solutions worked? How is cooperation organized - 
even prospectively after the first years of development? What effect did bridge construction on 
tourism? Works countries more together on tourism than before? Is tourism has increased as a 
result of the bridge / tunnel or the region is increasingly become a transit country? Common 
identity of the common identity is the basis for the common profile. Carry out cross-border 
analyzes, etc. to identify and describe / visualize the common identity.  
 
Common Identity: 
The community identity will be marketed within the Fehmarn Belt region through online and 
offline information and conduct of seminars / conferences. The work will culminate in the 
formulation of a common profile among description of Destination unique selling points, and a 
strategy for a future cross-border development of identity. 
 
Collaboration 
 
Collaboration Success and Destination Fehmarn Belt future impact requires ensuring ownership by and 
support from other tourism operators. The gathered knowledge, vision and plans for the work 
presented and discussed in the form of conferences (Conference 2009 with the presentation of market 
survey results and vision for Destination Fehmarnbelt + Conference 2011 with the presentation of 
project results and presentations to the organization for future development of Destination Fehmarn 
belt) seminars (Two destination development seminars with the dissemination of new knowledge from 
the project analysis and strategies, plus two information seminars in 2010 on how new technology can 
be used in marketing and communication - including results of tests on the mobile phone for 
information about nature), workshops (held 4 annual workshops in project on current relevant topics), 
meetings and printed information materials (presentation of project content and vision, etc.) in both 
Danish and German side. The cooperation partners mentioned in the following, both those in the 
existing structures in the new collaborative initiatives will be invited to conferences, seminars and 
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workshops. The conferences are relevant to everyone, while the various seminars and workshops 
relevant to the various partners. The conferences address a wide circle: Regions, municipalities, 
government, relevant public actors traits: Development Council, Business Council, Tourism Board, the 
Fehmarn Belt Committee, educational and research institutions, the Øresund Committee and Wonderful 
Copenhagen Others In addition, tourism companies, industry organizations, attractions and cultural 
institutions, etc. The seminars have a slightly narrower thematic focus and especially focus on spreading 
knowledge: 1 / Destination Development - here are invited primarily local authorities, tourism 
organizations, tourism businesses, attractions and cultural institutions. 2 / Seminars on new 
technologies - here are invited tourism companies, tourist boards, municipalities, attractions and 
cultural institutions. Workshops have a greater focus on solving a task. Here, individual partners with 
particular expertise and external consultants / advisors will be invited along with project partners to 
discuss and learn about topics such as: New technology, destination development, Two lande-one 
destination, Press Strategy, etc. 
The goal is to get the actors (tourism organizations, municipalities, Fehmarnbelt organizations and 
others) to support project development and marketing and working for the same vision in their own 
efforts for tourism development, experience development, and Fehmarn Belt region's attractiveness in 
general. The project will include work for the establishment and coordination of new projects that can 
support the vision of Destination Fehmarnbelt. The project wants to establish a network of public and 
private actors who wish to contribute to future collaboration and create a common forum for the 
network in the form of a Business-to-business portal. The work will culminate in a plan for the future 
organization of Destination Fehmarnbelt, including how the two countries' different public and tourism 
structures can best interact. VisitEastDenmark Tourism will be through existing structures and new 
collaborative initiatives to ensure cooperation with the region's 17 municipalities and other stakeholders 
on the development of Destination Fehmarnbelt. Existing structures: In cooperation with local tourist 
organizations have VisitEastDenmark Tourism has established a forum for tourism managers / directors, 
continuously exchanged experiences and agreed concrete initiatives. Instituted a campaign steering 
committee with the largest investors in VisitEastDenmark Tourism's activities with representatives of 
transport, accommodation, attractions and tourist organizations. VisitEastDenmark Tourism has also 
Zealand strategic alliance with Forum Zealand, Zealand, municipalities in the region, Business Link 
Zealand, Fehmarn Belt Forum, Green Center, RUC and CELF. VisitEastDenmark Tourism collaborates with 
TS-tourist industry Cooperation Forum: Horesta, Camping Council, Rental Terms, DanHostel, attractions. 
VisitEastDenmark Tourism has signed an agreement with the Forum Zealand on the coordinator role in 
relation to the Growth Forum's partnership with the government. VisitEastDenmark Tourism has 
concluded cooperation with Wonderful Copenhagen, aiming to strengthen relationships and optimize 
the spin-off that can benefit the region. Have been signed partnership agreement with VisitDenmark 
with the aim to strengthen cooperation on international marketing. Ensure our region's visibility and 
accessibility through VisitDenmarks communication platforms at home and abroad. 
 
New collaborative initiatives: The region's 17 municipalities and other stakeholders 
continuously informed directly about the project through special Business-to-business activities: 
Newsletters, mailing of information in print, organization of joint meetings, workshops, 
seminars and conferences. Immediately after the start of the project will be established 
contacts in the municipalities, the Fehmarn Belt Committee and the Region in relation to the 
project and VisitEastDenmark Tourism will organize a workshop with the aim of jointly with 
these stakeholders to develop a plan for further cooperation. Ostsee-Holstein-Tourismus will 
involve members (70 municipalities and counties), ie. municipalities along the Baltic Coast and 
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the Holstein Switzerland, in an existing social structure. This is usually done by example. an 
application is sent out to all members via the distribution list and subsequently discussed at a 
committee meeting (marketing). All members of OHT then have the opportunity to inform 
themselves and make their contribution. Besides the regular meetings of committees 
(marketing), which continuously informed about the project's development, there will also be 
the opportunity to participate in separate meetings, as described above. In addition, 
municipalities will participate actively in various measures, for example. press tours where they 
will help to establish the program. In addition, OHT sends regular newsletters to members, also 
reports on the project. This has created safety for comprehensive information and integration 
of OHT's member municipalities. OHT's member structure is relatively open. Besides DEHOGA, 
the German Youth Hostel Association, for example, also a member of the Association of Owners 
Beach Basket Landlords. Especially DEHOGA is an important partner, which is active in product 
development. It is also important that the country's Tourism Agency (TASH) involved and 
actively involved. TASH is responsible for nationwide marketing abroad in Schleswig-Holstein. 
All actions taken by TASH in Danish or Swedish market will be supported by this project. In 
addition, experience from the state level are provided. Of great interest is that we will try to get 
in touch with Tourimeaktørerne in HH. Hanseatic HH Turismus GmbH (HHT) is an interesting 
future partner. In this context we will also seek to collaborate with IHKn already wants closer 
cooperation with the HL-HH. 
 
See annex for detailed information on active activities in WP1. WP2 - MARKETING STRATEGY 
Based on the analyzes and the common identity and vision, developed in concrete cross-border 
marketing strategy and executes specific marketing efforts of the entire Destination 
Fehmarnbelt. Particular attention is paid to ensuring adequate information about the strengths 
and special features on the region as a destination, and ensure that marketing activities are 
audience-oriented. A border, effective marketing is essential to realize and develop a 
Destination Fehmarnbelt as destinations and as powerful brand with visible common identity. 
Ostsee Holstein Tourismus is responsible for the realization of wp 2. 
 
By raising awareness of the many resorts and attractions in Destination Fehmarnbelt marketing 
must highlight the region's attractiveness on a European and global travel market with strong 
competition. The supply of services in areas such holiday, day and business tourism is big. 
Therefore it is crucial that the region can create its own clear and unique profile in the relevant 
markets. And this can only happen through a planned and targeted marketing. By including 
continuous power measurements, targeted media planning and experimenting with new 
marketing channels, media and campaign modes will marketing activities be tested and 
professionalized. 
 
 
Tagret groups  
Activities are based on audience analysis, etc., but the two main target groups will be: 
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• Families with children who are the Fehmarn Belt Region's current main audience. There 
are fewer families with children in general and the offers to the target audience is 
becoming more and more attractive. Therefore, Destination Fehmarnbelt develop new 
ways to attract this audience. 
• Adults without children is a rapidly growing audience. The number of persons 40 + is 
growing. This, together with greater prosperity and greater desire to travel further up in 
the year means that the number of trips made by this group has increased significantly. 
Fehmarn Belt region has much to offer that audience, and it will be important for the 
development of Destination Fehmarnbelt getting the message out. 
Production of all products offered under current legislation (national and EU regulations and 
rules). Each experience providers - both public and private - across the Fehmarn Belt region 
offered visibility. This is ensured both through direct contact with the partners' customer 
database that includes all relevant providers and through information on websites, to 
information and through existing networks and partnerships with municipalities, tourist 
agencies, companies, etc. 
 
ONLINE  
Innovative use of Internet-based communications project will develop and utilize new Internet-
based opportunities for marketing. The still stronger competition requires development of an 
internet platform, that more than just a website, but based on the latest technology and 
thinking in the online world and are innovative in technology and its content. The aim is that 
the region should be a leader in this field. We must apply the latest knowledge from national 
and international sources in order to promote the region's attractiveness. Specifically it is about 
to change focus from information to communication. It can be done by developing a dialogue 
universe where we are in direct dialogue with the tourists. It must be possible for blogs, holiday 
stories, reviews of businesses, uploading of movies and pictures, etc. 
Internet 
The platform must also include a learning section defining the potential tourists, both before 
they arrive to the region and after they have been on holiday to learn new things about the 
area. This will be disseminated via intelligent game that can capture tourists' attention and 
maintain it even after they return home, thereby increasing the chances of tourists come back. 
There will be interaction with the project's development of writing skills by helping the new 
mobile technology. 
The specific products are described below. The purpose of the online products are:  
1 / ensure maximum visibility of Fehmarnbelt Destination attractiveness and thereby promote 
the streaming of tourists, 
 2 / build knowledge on the use and impact of new media and electronic forms of 
communication among project partners,  
3 / contribute to the Fehmarn Belt Destination profile - as a modern and exciting destinations.  
The novelty of these products are: 1 / Some of the products used for the first time by the 
partners and is also the first place in the Fehmarn Belt region that they are used in this context - 
webchannel, Web 2.0., Photoblogs, etc.; 2 / For all products apply it to the content focus on a 
new Destination Fehmarnbelt is new. The products will be continued by VisitEastDenmark 
Tourism and Kiel Holstein Tourimus together after the project ended. Common strategy in WP 1 
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includes clarification of how cooperation and further work to develop Destination Fehmarnbelt 
be organized. 
OFFLINE 
Press, PR and events are very important tools in the marketing and visibility of the new cross-
border region. As a result of the bridge comes Fehmarn Belt Region in focus in the media. This 
will be used in the form of dissemination of news, stories, and not least a great many "secret 
goodies" to the press. On the other hand there is huge potential in the number of journalists 
who every day fill the media with interesting things. The 2 things combined makes the Press 
and PR must have a high focus. It is therefore necessary throughout the project cycle to be a 
powerful working of newspapers, magazines, radio, TV, using press releases, press conferences, 
media tours and editorial visits. There must be cooperation with, for example. newspapers, 
which made competitions in newspapers, where the prize is a stay in the 2 regions. Printed 
media is tilstadighed important and necessary to present Destination Fehmarnbelt as a 
destination to potential tourists and potential for development for public and private partners 
and stakeholders in the Fehmarn Belt Region. 
The new region should together make themselves visible at the leading fairs in Northern Europe. 
Messer is still important tools when it comes to made visible in its territory. With a new 
"Geography" is the obvious places to meet potential tourists. See Appendix for detailed 
information about online and offline activities. 
WP 3 - DISSEMINATION THROUGH NEW TECHNOLOGY 
VisitEastDenmark Tourism has responsibility for implementation of WP 3rd Like the project 
places great emphasis on utilizing technology solutions in the development of new marketing 
platforms, the project will also examine and test the use of new technology as a tool to 
disseminate Destination Nature for the tourists coming. Developments in mobile technology is 
fast and it offers new possibilities for use in communication and experiential context. These will 
be utilized in the development of a joint Danish-German concept. The project will develop and 
test mobile phone as a communication platform and guide to natural beauty by creating a 
border and innovative full-scale trials. This means that installing blue tooth "stations / spots" 
around the countryside, where tourists (and citizens) can receive dissemination of the 
surrounding nature in the form of small learning movies with optional Danish or German 
speaking. Technology is the tool for communication, and nature is content for dissemination. Is 
full-scale experiment a success and user evaluation positive, dissemination method / 
technological solution could be used in many other contexts - eg. dissemination of culture in 
cities. 
By providing easy access to information and communication on the mobile phone, the project 
will focus on value-added tourism, where segments as "activity-oriented family" and "holiday 
with knowledge, fun and learning", which is a priority in Denmark's new joint strategy for 
tourism development receive increasing attention. Similarly, cell phone services used in the 
natural school and adventure centers range of offerings, and help to make services more 
qualified, and may help to improve the experience offer to the difficult middle group of young 
people for whom the mobile phone is already being used for much more than telephony. 
In total four test sites in the Fehmarn Belt region on both sides of the border, setting bluetooth 
transmitters and produced individual dissemination film with both Danish and German 
narration. In order to promote the season extension changed the movies four times a year so 
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that they always have updated information and match eg. season. The individual tourist or 
citizen can, in selected areas in downloading movies that conveys the surrounding countryside, 
and in this way also makes both tourists and citizens aware of their relationship to nature 
VisitEastDenmark Tourism and Kiel Holstein Tourismus selects the natural areas (existing paths, 
routes ..) to be the subject of mobile communication. Intense research on the specific technical 
solutions - including the possibility of using solar energy bluetooth transmitters. The production 
involved cinematographer, natural intermediaries Outdoor Council in Denmark, IT technician, 
speakers (Danish, German) and communications consultant. These are purchased by external 
consultants in the project on the basis of quotations. They install bluetooth transmitters with 
power supply in natural areas. Films produced over a one year period, so all seasons 
disseminated, and the movies are uploaded on the transmitters. Produce 7-8 films per. seasons 
of approx. 1 minute to 4 locations. A total of 120 film. Local municipal nature guide ready 
trained themselves to change film in the transmitters, so that after implementation ensures the 
continued operation. Concluded cooperation agreement with the municipality to acquire the 
transmitters after the project ended. As the implanting is taking place in the public space no 
one will be able to make money on the developed products. 
During the trial be evaluated on the four experimental areas. Data is collected on the number of 
visitors, and there made use of interviews to illustrate the users' reactions and satisfaction and 
to adjust any faults / defects in the system's usability. When the experiment is finished, detailed 
evaluation of techniques, concepts and effects will be drawn up. There will also be collected on 
other experiences with the use of mobile technology for communication. There will be two 
information conferences on the results from the experiment in order to share knowledge with, 
for example municipalities, nature guide ready, nature centers, museums, attractions, tourism 
developers and others who need to disseminate knowledge and develop experiences. 
Dissemination The films will also be used in WP 2 marketing, including in conjunction with the 
planned webchannel as a different way to market Fehmarnbelt Destination attraction - 
including the nature and attractions of nature - hiking, biking, etc. 
8.5 Publicity 
Please describe the activities planned in connection with public work separately (eg. Public 
relations, press releases, marketing the project, use of the website) 
Publicity work is a priority throughout the project. It is planned and reacted professionally and 
intensively. Publicity work is on one side as 1 / internal marketing aimed at all tourism 
stakeholders and other relevant partners and stakeholders in the region, and 2 / on the other 
side will be contacted and involved both regional and local news media in the Fehmarn Belt 
region, where the national media in Denmark and Germany. PR strategy is in this context, the 
usual ways (press conferences, press releases, editorial visits), but there will also be developed 
innovative approaches. 
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1 / Publicity work is directed towards tourism actors (organizations and companies) and other 
relevant partners and stakeholders - including local, state, Fehmarn Belt Committee, and 
Others This occurs in the form of A / meetings, workshops, seminars and conferences - 
including presentation conference 2009, information seminars, 2010, destination development 
seminars 2010, earnings conference 2011; B / Advertising in relevant media (selection of media 
based on offers and assessment of best coverage for the target group in relation to price), C / 
Electronic newsletters to existing BtoB databases of VisitEastDenmark Tourism and Kiel Holstein 
Tourismus; D / presentation on the partners' website and other relevant websites; E / Printed 
BtoB information; F / Trade Fairs, G / Sending press releases. 
1 / Publicity work is directed towards tourism actors (organizations and companies) and other 
relevant partners and stakeholders - including local, state, Fehmarn Belt Committee, and 
Others This occurs in the form of A / meetings, workshops, seminars and conferences - 
including presentation conference 2009, information seminars, 2010, destination development 
seminars 2010, earnings conference 2011; B / Advertising in relevant media (selection of media 
based on offers and assessment of best coverage for the target group in relation to price), C / 
Electronic newsletters to existing BtoB databases of VisitEastDenmark Tourism and Kiel Holstein 
Tourismus; D / presentation on the partners' website and other relevant websites; E / Printed 
BtoB information; F / Trade Fairs, G / Sending press releases. 
2 / Publicity work is directed at citizens and users / potential tourists 
This is done as described under WP 1 in section 8.4 
Production of all products offered under current legislation (national and EU regulations and 
rules). Each experience providers - both public and private - across the Fehmarn Belt region 
offered visibility. This is ensured both through direct contact with the partners' customer 
database that includes all relevant providers and through information on websites, to 
information and through existing networks and partnerships with municipalities, tourist 
agencies, companies, etc. 
8.6 Organization of the cooperation between the project partners 
The project is implemented in an equal partnership between VisitEastDenmark Tourism (ØDT) 
and Kiel Holstein Tourismus (OHT). 
ØDT is the lead partner and responsible for project administration (finance, reporting, etc.) and 
overall project management (compliance schedule for application, etc.). For this work new 
recruited a project assistant. 
ØDT is responsible for implementation of the WP 1st 
OHT is responsible for implementation of the WP 2nd 
ØDT is responsible for completion of WP 3rd 
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In both ØDT and OHT involved various managers / employees depending on activity - strategy, 
online marketing, trade show participation, etc. are planned close cooperation between 
employees of the ØDT and OHT regardless of who is the coordinator for the individual work 
packages. There is one meeting a month, planned between the two organizations. Apart from 
that there are also 4 workshops planned for the entire project team plus eventual external 
contributors and stakeholders.  
8.7 The project's additionality 
(Describe how the project activities can go beyond existing tasks and that they would not be 
possible without INTERREG funds) 
Without the Interreg program would both regional tourism companies continue their own 
respective strategies and initiatives, and separately develop and market the tourist offer. The 
project partners will develop a new, common approach and a comprehensive profile that will 
enhance its effectiveness in the global tourism market. It would be impossible to finance 
without subsidies from the EU. 
8.8 Cooperation with other national or cross-border projects 
Since the project will work to create joint cross-border tourism strategy profile and 
collaboration, the project will also seek to provide the necessary framework and conditions for 
continued cross-border tourism development in the Fehmarn Belt region as a whole. It is 
therefore crucial for the project to ensure maximum interaction between, for example new 
regional strategy for the region Schleswig-Holstein, Strategy for Growth Forum Zealand and 
more.  
The project will also work to ensure maximum support from all municipalities in both German 
and Danish side in the Fehmarn Belt Region. This will be achieved among others by working for 
their tourism development projects supporting the vision and strategy for a comprehensive 
Fehmarnbelt destination. With already established and future projects will be worked to 
synergies exploited. Specifically, OHT and ØDT invite all municipalities in the Fehmarn Belt 
Region to participate in a joint project in which all should seek to develop their area's tourism 
potential that can support the vision of an attractive Fehmarnbelt Destination. 
There will be cooperation with the Fehmarn Belt Committee and Fehmarn Belt secretariat to 
create an interaction on common goals and to create synergies with other focus of the Fehmarn 
Belt region - eg. settlement and infrastructure.  
There will be collaboration with Øresund Committee. Partly to integrate their knowledge about 
the establishment of an inter-regional / national destination, partly to ensure the tourism point 
of interaction between the two bridges. 
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There will be cooperation with local tourism associations and tourist boards to ensure 
interaction and synergy of their activities and current projects. 
There will be cooperation with the Danish Outdoor Council in connection with WP3 aimed to 
identify the best places and stories for dissemination of the Fehmarn Belt region's scenery. 
8.9 The project's sustainable impact. (Explain the continuation of the project respectively. 
Impact of the project beyond the funding period of maturity) 
Perspectives of cooperation are given in the planned fixed link across the belt. Project partners 
consider it to be necessary to already be opened and prepared for partnership networks in both 
countries. The project is therefore not a time horizon of the next three years, but in the next 
three decades. Only those who know and trust each other, will continue to have a successful 
cooperation. 
9. Expected results  
9.1 Qualitative results  
The following qualitative criteria / indicators are used simultaneously as a selection criteria in 
evaluating the application. 
What results are expected in relation to each criterion in the implementation of the project? 
Please tick one box: "positive", "neutral" or "negative". If the intersection set of "positive" or 
"negative", the result must be explained. By ticking the "neutral" is an explanation NOT 
required. 
9.1.1 Improving the attractiveness Fehmarnbeltregionens 
Fehmarn Belt region is among others due to its long coastline and its proximity to the entire 
two capitals a very attractive tourist region. The region still has significant challenges in terms 
of decreasing number of foreign tourists and non-utilization of tourism potential outside the 
summer season. The project aims to ensure interaction on the development of new tourist 
products under a common profile and increased visibility in the highly competitive global and 
European travel market, thus increasing the Fehmarn Belt region's attractiveness as a 
destination and as a place to live. Local people will have an appreciated international 
homeland, which they can proudly identify with. 
9.1.2 Occupational positioning of the region along the axis Hamburg-Copenhagen-Malmö 
The regional partners / regional tourism companies want this project to take responsibility for 
the development of the region's tourism future. This happens with the first goal of maximizing 
the economic success of the fixed link across the belt. Axis Hamborg-København/Malmø 
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regarded not only as source markets for tourism, but also as important business partners, as 
they are oriented towards the world and is also very important for a joint tourist offer. 
9.1.3 Strengthening the regional economic 
First of all the existing tourist structure is strengthen by optimized marketing platforms. This 
applies to both the supporting businesses horizontal level (such as marketing of hotel deals) as 
the vertical alignment of the total tourist product which the transport, leisure and 
accommodation options are combined into a new structure. Second, the region becomes more 
interesting and valuable to the new core businesses and investors by a powerful strategic 
marketing. This is imperative for the long term success for the single destination for continuing 
to be innovative and competitive. 
In this area, the tourist business, in part, significant gaps, for example the lack of modern and 
sales-oriented hotels. The project can be in this area is useful to turn to and motivate potential 
investors and owners to invest in the region. This would then strengthen the overall business 
structure. 
9.1.4 Creating and preserving jobs as well as qualification of the unemployed, particularly 
women 
The tourism industry acts as a service industry for employers in the region. A strengthening of 
the industry means therefore also always be a secure jobs on the coast, lakes and islands. It is 
mainly women who work in tourism. 
9.1.5 Creation of an economic, cultural and social community 
Through the time being economically motivated cooperation arises between private network 
operators (leisure businesses, eateries and accommodations) and the official tourist places. 
These contacts lead the way forward to more knowledge and confidence in the social and 
cultural fields. There have already been through the past many projects experienced a 
gratifying relationship of trust between the Danish and German project partners. The economic 
community would particularly excel at joint public relations and marketing activities. This result 
also saw that a broader community will deal more intensively with the "new" destination and 
feel like a part of the region. 
9.1.6 The promotion of regional identity and the European idea 
It is the clear goal to creating a regional identity. Tourism can in this connection serve as a 
catalyst function, because it clarifies the beauty of the landscape and the high recreational 
value in the region to the local population.The European idea is carried by internationality in 
the own region and tourism products. 
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9.1.7 Addressing transboundary problems 
The project partners are aware that the fixed link across the belt not only brings opportunities 
for tourism with them, but also risks. These risks are initially marked by doubts and skepticism. 
The project can help ensure that potential problems can be solved on a factual level. 
9.1.8 Cross-border information and knowledge to the people of the region 
Through the project’s, marketing, citizens on both sides of the Fehmarnbelt get information 
about each other's territories. Thus, citizens by virtue of the project will increase their 
knowledge about, respectively Danish and German part of the Fehmarn Belt region as 
destinations. 
9.1.9 Promotion of mutual understanding 
Mutual understanding is also promoted through regular exchange of experience. Although 
there are many parallels between the two regions, the structure of say, accommodation 
industry, however, varies. This diversity can also be utilized as a successful advantage. The 
project provides vital impulses and many incentives to visit the neighboring region, and thereby 
learn to know it. 
 
9.1.10 The promotion of bilingualism 
Both partners run language courses for employees. VisitEastDenmark Tourism, conducts small-
scale upgrade of their employees for their already existing knowledge of German, while all 
Ostsee-Holstein Tourismus' employees are taught in Danish during the project. 
In all media (Internet, printed materials or flyers), the project is aware of bilingualism, and it is 
possibly promoted. 
In the joint conferences, seminars and workshops linked to the implementation of individual 
work packages, many German and Danish players meet and communicate with each other. 
9.1.11 Creating a new incentive to cooperation in the region 
At both levels are completely new partners to work together. Each of these partners comes 
with its respective employees with new ideas for the project. In addition to official tourism 
sites, it is precisely those individuals supporting businesses that come with new impulses. 
9.1.12 Promotion of integration – Positive 
9.1.13 Prevention / avoidance of discrimination – Neutral 
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9.1.14 The promotion of equality between man and woman - Neutral  
9.1.15 The project's pilot and innovative nature 
"Two countries, one destination" is innovative! Two regions, which to date has sold 
independently and are now preparing a whole new market presence, is almost unique. The 
enormous process that a fixed link across the belt is intended to launch this "new" destination. 
Project activities have particularly innovative in nature to the development of new 
communication platforms and communication, use of new technology. 
9.1.16 Environment and Sustainability – Neutral ??? 
The tourist region between Hamburg and Copenhagen live off its natural beauty, which is 
characterized by endless coastline, wonderful, beautiful lakes and attractive towns and cities. It 
should therefore also always be a goal to protect this basic base for tourism and develop 
positively. 
 
 
Qualitative Results 
 
Please comment on the results (in figures) are expected in relation to the following indicators, 
broken down by year and total sum. The results must not be specified twice - this means for 
example that the project partners must be included (in figures) in the first year, but the same 
partners will not be listed in the following years. 
Those ones I have not translated we can just print the results tomorrow. They are rather easy 
to read.  
 
 
1) Hvor tilfreds har du vaeret med dit besoeg ved Præstø 
Fjord? 
a. Har du vaeret meget tilfreds (har besoeget vaeret 
meget godt)  
b. Tilfreds? (Godt)                                                                                        
c. Ved ikke/neutral?                                                                                    
d. Utilfreds? Ikke godt                                                                                 
e. Meget utilfreds? Overhovedet ikke godt             
2) Har du oplevet noget du ikke har set før eller har du lært 
noget nyt?   
Ja    Nej 
3) Har du proevet at downloade videoer fra posterne? 
Ja -gå til spørgsmål 5 
Nej – gå til spørgsmål 4 
4)  Kunne du tænke dig at se en film på et minuts varighed 
om naturen/kulturen/historien ved Præstø Fjord? 
Ja   Nej 
 
5) Synes du at det var nemt at få adgang til filmene? 
Ja  Nej 
6) Kunne du finde på at anbefale det her til venner eller 
familie? 
Ja             Nej 
7) Har du været på Paradisruten eller i Naturpark  
Åmosen ? 
Ja              Nej 
8) Har adgangen til filmene gjort dit eller jeres besøg bedre? 
Ja    Nej  
 
 
1) Hvor tilfreds har du vaeret med dit besoeg ved Præstø 
Fjord? 
a. Har du vaeret meget tilfreds (har besoeget 
vaeret meget godt)  
b. Tilfreds? (Godt)                                                                                        
c. Ved ikke/neutral?                                                                                   
d. Utilfreds? Ikke godt                                                                                
e. Meget utilfreds? Overhovedet ikke godt             
2) Har du oplevet noget du ikke har set før eller har du 
lært noget nyt?   
  Ja    Nej 
3) Har du proevet at downloade videoer fra posterne? 
Ja -gå til spørgsmål 5 
Nej – gå til spørgsmål 4 
4)  Kunne du tænke dig at se en film på et minuts 
varighed om naturen/kulturen/historien ved Præstø 
Fjord? 
Ja   Nej 
5) Synes du at det var nemt at få adgang til filmene? 
Ja  Nej 
6) Kunne du finde på at anbefale det her til venner eller 
familie? 
Ja             Nej 
7) Har du været på Paradisruten eller i Naturpark  
Åmosen? 
Ja              Nej 
8) Har adgangen til filmene gjort dit eller jeres besøg 
bedre? 
Ja    Nej  
 
  
1) How satisfied are you with visiting Præstø Fjord?      
a. extremely satisfied 
b. very satisfied 
c. somewhat satisfied 
d. slightly satisfied 
e. not at all satisfied 
2) Have you experienced something that you have not seen/ 
felt/knew before?  
  Yes  No  short comment: 
3) Have you tried to download videos from the posts?  
If Yes go to question 4, if No go to question 5 
4) Would you like to see a 1 minute film about nature/culture 
on a mobile phone? 
5) Was it easy to access and receive the movies? 
Yes   No 
6) Would you recommend this to a friend/relative?  
Yes   No 
7) Have you been to other of the Put DK I Lommen’s 
locations?  
Yes   No 
8) Do you think that your leisure time is improved by using 
put Denmark I lommen/ being able to see these small films 
out in the nature? 
Yes   No  
 
 
 
 
1) How satisfied are you with visiting Præstø Fjord?    
a. Extremely satisfied 
b. very satisfied 
c. somewhat satisfied 
d. slightly satisfied 
e. not at all satisfied 
2) Have you experienced something that you have not 
seen/ felt/knew before?  
  Yes  No  short comment: 
3) Have you tried to download videos from the posts?  
If Yes go to question 4, if No go to question 5 
4) Would you like to see a 1 minute film about 
nature/culture on a mobile phone? 
5) Was it easy to access and receive the movies? 
Yes   No 
6) Would you recommend this to a friend/relative?  
Yes   No 
7) Have you been to other of the Put DK I Lommen’s 
locations?  
Yes   No 
8) Do you think that your leisure time is improved by 
using put Denmark I lommen/ being able to see these 
small films out in the nature? 
Yes   No  
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Appendix 4 
 
Interviewees Sara Gelskov Regitze Lassen 
Marie Staun and Mads 
Ellegaard 
What was exactly your 
part in the project Put 
Danmark I Lommen? 
nature counselor that 
made the choice for all 
the intermediate post 
locations in Praestoe 
Fjord (performed 
quality check after the 
stories for the short 
movies has been made 
by the Ankh media 
representative) 
nature counselor that 
made the choice for all 
the intermediate post 
locations in Praestoe 
Fjord  (performed 
quality check after the 
stories for the short 
movies has been made 
by the Ankh media 
representative) 
Marie Staun - project 
manager, Mads 
Ellegaard - head of 
section in Friluftsraadet, 
also took the initiative 
for the project 
What kind of people 
will be interested in 
using PDIL ? 
usual guests in nature, 
people who like 
walking, families on a 
trip 
families, tourists 
Don't know. The young 
people are more 
receptive for applying 
technology. On the 
other hand the 
challenge is to attract 
young people, aged 12-
15 years old. Right now 
Put DK i lommen is used 
by people who are 
already out there but 
the aim of the project is 
to get young people 
who have not been 
there to visit the area. 
Do you think people 
are interested in 
getting information in 
their leisure time? 
yes 
yes, but short 
information. The 
visitors are very curious. 
They want to see the 
movies. 
yes 
Do you think that they 
seek leisure or more 
dynamic activities? 
if they download the 
stories they are 
interested in getting 
information 
depends in the type of 
the tourists/visitors: the 
young ones seek more 
dynamic activities, 
where the families with 
children are looking for 
play like activities 
There two groups. 
Some people might only 
seek relaxation, where 
others would prefer 
more 'dynamic' 
activities. Put DK i 
Lommen is a good 
alternative for those 
seeking more 
explorative and 
dynamic activities. 
Do you think PDIL (the 
movies) creates 
experience for the 
visitors of the region or 
it simply increases the 
tourists’ awareness of 
the region 
we hope they learn 
something new and the 
movies enhance their 
experience, some of 
them are experience 
oriented "how to 
do"(how to find animal 
tracks) 
The short films are very 
specialised, for example 
a movie is a about a 
special sort of fish, that 
the visitors can after go 
and look for the fish in 
the water. There a 
mixture of educational 
mixture of information 
and entertainment. For 
examples some of the 
movies create 
experiences and 
activities as they show 
to make a bonfire or 
find direction when out 
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information and 
entertainment 
in the nature. Other 
movies are just about 
culture and history of 
the area. 
You are the co-creator 
of the movies, in which 
of the dimensions 
could you place the 
different movies: are 
they educational, 
entertaining or 
esthetic? 
educational 
a mixture of education 
and entertaining 
The different movies 
belong to the different 
dimensions. A mixture 
of the educational and 
entertainment 
dimension. 
Are many tourists using 
the intermediate 
posts? 
no information no information 
According  to a report 
made by Friluftsraadet, 
the short movies 
received by scanning 
the QR codes have been 
downloaded 71 times in 
the Area of 
Paradisruten, 58 times 
at Aamosen and 95 
times at Praestoe Fjord 
Have you noticed a 
tendency- is it more 
family with kids or 
single adults with no 
kids? 
no information I believe, its fifty-fifty. 
We do not know. For 
the report we can find 
information about how 
many hits form which 
stand has been made in 
an year but we cannot 
see who had made 
them. 
Are tourists 
experiencing problems 
when trying to 
download movies from 
the intermediate 
posts? 
yes, due to differences 
and abilities of mobile 
phones 
yes, due to differences 
and abilities of mobile 
phones 
yes 
If so what difficulties 
are they experiencing- 
phone incompatibility, 
technical problems, not 
able to follow the 
instructions, other? 
smart phones 
experience difficulties 
using bluetooth , user 
try the qr code 
Iphones are unable to 
use the bluetooth and 
older generation 
phones are unable to 
read the QR code. 
Downloading the short 
movies via bluetooth 
can be difficult if more 
than one person is 
trying to get the movie 
at the same time as 
they have to share the 
bluetooth connection. 
The visitors are also 
impatient to receive the 
short film so waiting 
time might be the 
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reason for not using the 
intermediate posts. 
Is there a difference in 
tourists’ behavior after 
you have installed the 
intermediate posts? 
no, the movies are just 
a supplement 
yes. There are more 
interested in getting 
information. 
Perhaps not the 
behaviour, but we hope 
that people will return 
and that their curiosity 
will increase. 
Do you think the 
intermediate posts are 
contributing to the 
experience of the 
tourists and how? 
there could be a change 
for those who watched 
the movie and applied 
what they have learned 
Yes, definitely. Visitors' 
awareness about the 
region is increased. 
There are also more 
receptive for receiving 
information about the 
nature of the area. 
People receive 
experience in a way 
that the movies show 
the surrounding reality 
but complemented with 
more facts and 
information while the 
visitors are in this 
reality. 
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1. Indledning og baggrund 
Put Danmark i Lommen projektet ( i resten af evalueringen forkortet til PDiL) har testet teknikker og 
teknologier indenfor natur, kultur- og friluftsformidling via mobiltelefoner. Der er flere turistoperatører 
og natur- og kulturformidlingssteder, der forsøger at lave formidling via mobiltelefoner og GPS 
løsninger. Ved at skabe nem adgang til information og via formidling på mobiltelefonen, kan der laves 
værdiskabende turisme, hvor netop segmenter som "aktivitetsorienteret familieferie" og "ferieophold 
med viden, leg og læring" får stigende opmærksomhed.  Mobiltelefonformidling kan bruges i 
naturskolernes og oplevelsescentrenes vifte af tilbud, og kan være med til at gøre formidlingen mere 
kvalificeret. Det kan også være en måde, hvorpå man kan formidle natur og kultur til de yngre 
generationer.  
Ved projektets begyndelse havde 70 procent af de danske mobiltelefoner adgang til internettet, ca. 70 
procent har indbygget Bluetooth, og ca. 50 procent har indbygget GPS. Mobiltelefoniens udvikling er 
omfattende og tallene steg i projektperioden.  
 
PDiL er en aktivitet under Interreg IV-projektet "Destination Femernbælt". Projektet er gennemført i et 
samarbejde mellem Østdansk Turisme og Friluftsrådet og finansieres af Arbejdsmarkedets Feriefond og 
Den Europæiske Fond for Regionaludvikling.  
 
2. Put Danmark i Lommen - Præsentation 
Put Danmark i Lommen er et natur- friluftsliv og kulturformidlingsprojekt med mobiltelefonen som 
udøver. Ved at slå Bluetooth funktionen til på mobiltelefonen, kan brugeren modtage en film af 50 
sekunder – 1 minuts varighed, med dansk eller tysk tale, direkte på mobiltelefonen. Filmene formidler 
viden om natur, friluftsliv og kulturhistorie; Hvad gemmer der sig i mosen? Hvilke sjældne planter 
findes her på stedet? Hvilke muligheder er der for friluftsaktiviteter? Hvad er historien om de dyr, man 
ikke umiddelbart kan se eller komme tæt på?  
Filmene overføres til mobiltelefonen fra Bluetooth-sendere, der er placeret på 5 formidlingsposter i et 
kortere eller længere ruteforløb. Filmene, der lagres på mobiltelefonen, kan ses igen og igen og deles 
med familie og venner via telefonens Bluetooth-funktion.  
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Der er udvalgt 4 forskellige forsøgsområder til projektet; Naturpark Åmosen, Paradisruten i 
Guldborgsund, Præstø Fjord og Nationalpark Vadehavet. I hvert af de fire områder blev der opstillet 
fem formidlingsposter med Bluetooth sendere med film på. Filmene skiftes hvert kvartal, så de altid er 
aktuelle for årstiden. Samlet er der altså blevet produceret 80 korte film. 
 
For Projektområde Præstø Fjord er der en naturlig kobling til Naturrums-projektet af sammen navn. De 
PDiL har således været afhængig af fremdriften af Naturrums-projektet.  
 
Nationalpark Vadehavet tager blandt andet afsæt i aktiviteterne omkring Vadehavscentret. 
Vadehavsregionen er i gang med projektet ”Naturen skal formidles” som udvikles i samarbejde mellem 
Vadehavets Formidlingsforum samt Turistorganisationerne i de 5 Vadehavskommuner; Esbjerg, Varde, 
Tønder, Fanø og Vejen. Projektet er, ligesom Put Danmark i Lommen, et formidlingsprojekt og det er 
oplagt at projekternes aktiviteter spiller sammen.  
 
Arbejdsgrupper 
Der blev nedsat en arbejdsgruppe i hvert testområde, der sammen med projektets tv-journalist fandt 
frem til de gode historier, de spændende områder, den stærke formidling osv. Det resulterede i 20 
manuskripter samt produktion af 20 film (5 sendere x 4 årstider) med både dansk og tysk tale til hvert 
område.  
De involverede i testområderne bidrog med følgende til projektet: 
 Deltagelse i arbejdsgruppe, der fandt frem til "de gode historier" og definerede indholdet af den 
formidling, der skulle foregå i testområdet 
 Kontakt med lodsejere af de benyttede områder 
 Forslag til brug af de benyttede sendere samt aftaler vedrørende disse 
 Overtagelse af det materiel, der er indkøbt til formidlingsposterne samt forpligtige sig til at drifte 
senderne i mindst 2 år efter testperioden 
 
Testområderne modtog følgende fra projektet: 
 20 film med både dansk og tysk tale 
 Produktion og opsætning af 5 formidlingsposter med Bluetooth-sendere 
 Udarbejdelse af informationsmateriale om ruten i form af skilte og foldere samt omtale på 
relevante hjemmesider 
 Tilknytning af projektmedarbejder, der faciliterede samarbejdet mellem projektet og testområdet 
(afholde møder, samle interessenter, skrive referater mm.) 
 Viden og erfaringer fra ind- og udland om formidling via mobiltelefonen 
 Uddannelse i at betjene senderne 
 
3. Succeskriterier (defineret under punkt a - j i den oprindelige projektbeskrivelse) 
Succeskriterierne defineret for projektet er herunder sammenholdt med projektets resultater. Enkelte 
af succeskriterierne er behandlet som ét punkt, da de er sammenfaldende. 
a) Forankring af projektet, således at konceptet opretholdes efter projektets afslutning 
Det var forventet, at de 4 områder skulle organiseres og drives af lokale ildsjæle. Det blev snarere 
et samarbejde med de lokale folk, organiseret af projektlederen. I Guldborgsund var det 
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Naturvejlederen, der var kontaktperson. I Præstø blev projektet organiseret som en arbejdsgruppe 
under Naturrum Præstø Fjord, hvilket betød, at projektgruppen blev vores sparringspartnere. I 
Naturpark Åmosen var det sekretariatslederen og naturvejlederen, der var kontaktpersoner. I 
Vadehavet var det Vadehavscentret og Esbjerg Kommune som var tætteste samarbejdspartnere. 
Kontaktpersonerne stod for kommunikation med lokale foreninger og andre interessenter. 
 
Forskellige lokale interessenter bidrog sammen med kontaktpersoner og samarbejdspartnere med 
ideer til, hvilken ruteplanlægning, der ville være mest gavnlig for det respektive område, ligesom de 
bidrog med viden om den lokale natur og kultur og dermed gav værdifulde oplæg til 
filmmanuskripterne. Kontaktpersoner og samarbejdspartneres opgave var også at kommunikere 
med lokale lodsejere for at få deres accept til opsætning af formidlingsposter på deres jord. 
Desuden skulle de stå for den efterfølgende drift af senderne. 
 
Teknologiske udfordringer 
Projektet blev dog mere kompliceret end først antaget, og projektlederen blev derfor mere 
styrende end forventet. Årsagen var primært, at det var nyt for alle at benytte Bluetooth-
teknologien til denne form for formidling. Det var første gang nogen prøvede kræfter med 
Bluetoothsendere ude i naturen og det gav en række uforudsete udfordringer i form beskyttelse 
mod vind og vejr, sikker el-forsyning og ikke mindst de teknologiske samspil mellem film, sendere 
og telefoner. Det krævede mere tæt vejledning og instruktion end forventet og desværre fik vi 
aldrig statistikdelen fra senderne til at virke.  
 
b) En miljøbæredygtig løsning, som inkluderer løsning med solceller eller vindmøller til generering af 
strøm til Bluetooth-senderne. 
Der er i alt opstillet 20 formidlingsposter. Heraf er 8 poster drevet ved hjælp af solceller, 2 får 
strøm fra batteri og 10 har fast strømforsyning. De fleste solceller (4 ud af 5 opstillede 
formidlingsposter) er opstillet i Åmosen - det projektområde, der blev først færdigt, og færrest 
solceller er opstillet i Nationalpark Vadehavet, hvor ingen af de opstillede formidlingsposter har 
solceller. Det lykkedes ikke at få myndighedstilladelse til opstilling af vindmøller ved nogen af 
formidlingsposter. Flere detaljer vedrørende generering af strøm fra sol og vind findes i bilag 1A og 
1B (1A-Solcellerapport, 1B-Mølle rapport) 
 
c) At hver formidlingspost bliver besøgt at min. 250 personer i kvartalet. Der regnes i tiden efter den 
første film-lancering.  
OG 
d) Succesraten for modtagelsen af film skal det første år ligge over 75%. Dvs. at 3 ud af 4 siger ja tak til 
at modtage filmen, enten på dansk eller tysk 
De to succeskriterier omhandler samme emner og er derfor slået sammen under et.  
Det har været problematisk at få indhentet statistik om brugerantal. Det indkøbte statistikprogram 
viste sig ikke at virke, og teknisk assistance var ikke mulig da sælger var gået konkurs. Der blev 
derfor indkøbt en anden programmering til Bluetooth-senderne. Programmeringen har fungeret 
på sekretariatets sendere, men af ukendte årsager har det ikke været muligt at trække statistik 
hjem fra senderne på formidlingsposterne.  
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På informationstavlerne ude på formidlingsposterne er der indsat såkaldte 2D koder (også kaldet 
QR-koder) således, at der også var mulighed for at hente filmene via internettet. 
Streaming af film ved hjælp af 2D koderne fra hjemmesiden ligger temmelig lavt (bilag 2). (statistik 
2D koder).  Det skyldes formodentlig data som er gået tabt i forbindelse med, at Friluftsrådet 
skiftede hjemmeside i foråret 2011. Generering af streamingdata blev ikke opsamlet automatisk 
som forventet, og der mangler derved data for sommer- og efterårsperioden 2011.   
                       
                  
 
       Tabel 1: Statistik for download af film via 2D koder  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
e) At der skabes en teknologisk løsning, der er brugervenlig for alle aldre. 
Formidlingen af PDiL filmene er sket via Bluetooth sendere og 2D koder (Figur 1).  
Med Bluetooth er det muligt at overføre store mængder data relativt hurtigt og med lavt 
strømforbrug. Overførsel af data er gratis for brugeren og ca. 70 procent af alle mobiltelefoner kan 
anvende Bluetooth.  
 
 
Men brugere med Smartphone1 kan ikke overføre via Bluetooth. Det blev derfor besluttet at sætte 
en 2D kode på samtlige informationsposter. Ved at skanne 2D koden får Smartphonebrugeren 
adgang til PDiL filmene, der streames direkte fra internettet (kræver at der er internetdækning i 
området). 
 
Internettilgængeligheden er endnu problematisk ved enkelte af formidlingsposterne, da de ligger 
udenfor dækningsområderne. Endvidere er det problematisk, at filmoverførslen således ikke er 
gratis, da internetadgangen skal betales af brugeren - det kan være bekosteligt, specielt for 
turister da de må benytte sig af udlandstelefoni.  
                                                          
1
 En smartphone er i bund og grund en computer, komprimeret til en telefons størrelse. iPhone og Google phones er   
   Smartphones. 
Område Formidlingspost ca. download/år 
(hits/antal md. x 12) 
Guldborgsund   
 Knækkerygstenen  8,5 
 Frejlev skov 29,42 
 Holten strand 13,93 
 Nysted havn 12,38 
 Sandager havn 7,74 
Åmosen   
 Fugledegård 9 
 Fugletårnet 24 
 Pumpehuset 5,4 
 Maglebjerg 10,84 
 Fårefolden 9,29 
Præstø Fjord   
 Præstø Strand 22,45 
 Even ophalerplads  
 Skt. Peders Kapel 9,29 
 Fiskerhuset 24 
 Fed Havn 39,48 
Figur 1. 2D kode 
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2D koderne er i løbet af projektperioden blevet voldsomt udbredt og findes nu som en integreret 
del af vores hverdag.  
 
Det har vist sig, at Bluetooth-senderne kun kan sende filmen til een modtager ad gangen, hvilket 
betyder, at der ofte går et stykke tid inden brugeren modtager filmen, når mange besøger 
formidlingsposten på samme tid.  
Der er ingen begrænsning på, hvor mange der kan modtage filmene ved brug af 2D koder, der jo 
benytter brugerens egen internetadgang. Fordele og ulemper ved de to løsninger er listet 
nedenfor i tabel 2. 
 
                  Tabel 2:. Oversigt over fordele og ulemper ved Bluetooth og 2D koder 
 Bluetooth 2D koder 
Gratis at benytte for brugeren ja Nej 
Gratis at oprette for udbyder nej Ja 
Tidsforbrug ved filmskift stort lille  
Kan bruges af Smartphones nej  Ja 
Kræver internetadgang nej ja  
Høj anskaffelsesudgift ja   Nej 
 
Bluetooth senderne er gratis for brugerne, men anskaffelse og filmskift på senderne er 
omkostningskrævende (humane ressourcer), mens 2D koderne er gratis at oprette men koster lidt 
for brugeren. 
 
Mobiltelefoni er i hastig udvikling. Flere og flere får Smartphones og internetabonnementer til 
mobiltelefoner vil uden tvivl gå fra det nuværende forbrugsafregnet telefoni til "flatrate-
abonnement2" som allerede eksisterer på computerinternetforbindelser i hjemmene.  
Brugerundersøgelsen, der foretages i løbet af foråret 2012, vil give mere information om, hvilke 
aldersgrupper, der gør brug af PDiL filmene og herunder de forskellige download løsninger.   
 
Hjemmesiden for PDiL ligger på Østdansk Turismes hjemmeside (se reference 4).  Der er desuden 
oprettet en Facebook side til projektet. 
 
f) At der skabes en stor opbakning fra de lokale aktører. At forankringen sker lokalt. 
Årsagen til, at den lokale forankring var vigtig skal ses ud fra, at der skulle skabes et ejerskab af 
konceptet med involvering fra lokale ildsjæle. Efter etableringen af "Put Danmark i Lommen" i de 4 
områder, er der en forpligtigelse til at drive projektet i min. 2 år.  Der er indgået kontrakter med 
alle de involverede kommuner om at drive projektet videre i de næste 2 år. 
 
g) At kommunerne overtager restfinansiering på afskrivninger efter 2 år. Beløbet udgør 50.000 kr. for 
hvert af de 4 områder 
Alle involverede kommuner har indvilliget i overtagelse af PDiL ruteforløbene og betale 
restfinansieringen. 
 
                                                          
2
 Ved Flatrate betaler brugeren en fast pris for ubegrænset internetforbrug 
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h) At der etableres 4 arbejdsgrupper (ét for hvert af projektområderne), som alle bidrager med "de 
gode historier" 
Der har været arbejdsgrupper bestående af filmproducent Lærke Morell fra Ankh media (se 
reference 2) og mindst en naturvejleder i hvert af de fire områder.  
 
i) At formidlingen inkluderer både turisme -, natur- og friluftsvinklen 
Indholdsmæssigt spænder filmene meget bredt og opfylder ønsket om vinkler der tilgodeser både 
turismen, naturen, kulturen og friluftslivet. Bilag 10 viser en oversigt for alle filmenes indhold.  
 
j) At der i forbindelse med den første lancering i de enkelte områder, skabes konkret pressedækning, 
igennem lokal TV.   
Der har været pressedækning (TV) i forbindelse med lanceringen af Guldborgsund ved Lollands 
lokal TV, og Nationalpark Vadehavet med indslag i TV2 Syd. Herudover har der været dækning i 
den skrevne presse (Bilag 9).  
 
4. Formidling af projektet Put Danmark i Lommen 
- Projektet er bl.a. vist frem på: KL's Politiske Forum (Teknik & Miljøkonference), Friluftsrådets 
generalforsamlinger der samler en meget stor del af danske friluftsorganisationer, på naturvejledernes 
årsmøde, til Skovskolen mange studerende  og på konference om naturparker.  
- Der er oprettet en facebookgruppe til PDiL 
- En meget informativ side om elektronisk formidling er oprettet på www.friluftsraadet.dk -     
Friluftsprojekter - Put Danmark i Lommen. Siden anvendes bl.a. af mange natur- og friluftsvejledere i 
Danmark. 
- Der er som led i projektet blevet afholdt en velbesøgt innovationskonference i oktober 2011, hvor 
PDiL vakte god interesse hos deltagerne 
- PDiL er omtalt på en række turismehjemmesider, herunder VisitDenmark, visitesbjerg og visiteast, på 
Friluftsrådets hjemmeside og testområdernes hjemmesider  
- Der er blevet udviklet et meget sigende logo til projektet  
 
5. Formidlingsposterne 
Teknik 
Der blev udviklet 3 forskellige typer formidlingsposter til projektet (med el-installation til fastnettet, 
med solcelleløsning og med batteriløsning). Hver formidlingspost består af en Bluetooth-sender (Bilag 
3), et informationsskilt (Bilag 4) og en strømforsyning (Bilag 1A og 1B). En gennemgående rapport med 
teknisk beskrivelse vedrørende ledningsføring og placering af batteribackup på formidlingsposterne kan 
findes i bilag 5. Formidlingsposterne blev konstrueret og opført af Bjergtaget ved Lars Steen Hansen 
(reference 1). 
 
Film 
Indhold samt prioritering og valg af historier:  
Hver film fortæller en historie med fokus på enten natur, kultur eller historie. I valget af historier er det 
vigtigt, at den kan fortælles på film på kort tid og lære seeren/modtageren noget nyt.  
Det nye kan bestå i: 
 ny viden: indholdet giver modtagerne informationer og viden han/hun ikke havde før. Måske får 
modtageren endda en aha-oplevelse. 
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 noget du ikke har set før: film kan vise dig billeder af noget, du ikke selv kan opleve eller opdage. 
Filmen kan f.eks. vise dig, hvordan det ser ud når lappedykkere parrer sig eller tager dig steder hen, 
du ikke selv ville komme.  
Det er vigtigt at udnytte filmmediets styrke – levende billeder. Det giver den bedste oplevelse for 
modtageren. 
I et forløb, hvor der skal fortælles flere historier er det en god ide at starte formidlingsprojektet med at 
overveje, hvilke film der skal laves - hvilke historier skal fortælles? Ved at tænke over det fra starten, 
kan man senere hen vælge flere tilgange til formidlingsforløbet. Skal man lægge et tema over filmene 
(f.eks. en tidsperiode, vadefugle eller pattedyrs formering) eller skal man sørge for at lave så stor 
variation i indholdet som muligt? Ved at vælge et tema, kan man komme omkring mange forskellige 
aspekter af en tidsperiode, et habitat, en dyregruppe eller andet. Vælger man at lave forskellige og 
varierede historier, giver det en større chance for at ramme et bredt publikum – flere historier rammer 
flere interesser og giver flere indgange til modtagerne. 
 
Det er vigtigt at overveje, hvilke historier der bedst øger engagement, skaber overraskelse hos 
modtagerne og vækker begejstring, så de vil anbefale oplevelsen til andre og måske selv komme 
tilbage. 
 
Pris  
Filmene koster (medio 2011) 20.000 kroner plus moms per styk. Prisen inkluderer udvælgelse af 
historie, research, manuskriptskrivning, optagelser, redigering, mastering (inklusive speak) og levering i 
format optimeret til brug på mobiltelefoner. Prisen er for en film på dansk. For et mindre beløb kan der 
laves versioner på andre sprog. 
Lokale samarbejdspartnere 
Det kan være en fordel i produktionen af film, at etablere kontakt til lokale. Helt basalt kan det være 
nødvendigt med tilladelse til optagelser på privat grund, men lokale kan også ligge inde med gode 
historier fra lokalområdet eller rekvisitter som er nødvendige for at fortælle en historie (f.eks. fotos 
eller dokumenter).  
Derudover er samarbejde med lokalt kendte nogle gange essentielt for succes med optagelserne af 
filmen. F.eks. kan en lokal naturvejleder finde frem til den sjældne blomst eller fuglens rede, fordi det 
er en del af hendes hverdag. Det kan være dyr og spildt tid, at sende filmproducenten ud og lede alene. 
Foldere og skilte 
Der blev produceret en folder på to sprog på hhv. dansk og tysk, til hvert pilotområde (bilag 6a og 6b). 
Folderen indeholdt en beskrivelse af PDiL projektet, et kort over ruteforløbet med tydelig markering af 
informationsposterne, beskrivelse af hvordan man kan modtage filmene og GPS koordinater til 
lokalisering af de enkelte formidlingsposter. 
 
Til hver formidlingspost blev der fremstillet et skilt (bilag 4) med en kort beskrivelse af PDiL projektet, 
et kort over ruteforløbet, med tydelig angivelse af den aktuelle formidlingsposts placering i forhold til 
de andre formidlingsposter, en 2D kode og link til en applikation, der kan skanne 2D koden samt et 
telefonnummer som man kan sende sms eller ringe til, hvis man oplever at der er fejl på 
informationsposten.   
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6. Tilbagemeldinger fra samarbejdspartnere 
Samarbejdet med Lærke Morell har været godt. Der har været et godt fagligt niveau, og Lærke har 
været velforberedt. Det kan anbefales at benytte kvalificerede fagpersoner, når svære faglige facts skal 
formidles som gode fortællinger. Man skal være skarp, når der skal laves naturformidling på et enkelt 
minut, og det kræver kvalificeret hjælp.   
Pilotområderne efterlyser muligheden for at bytte film områderne imellem, idet det vil give mulighed 
for at have temabaserede film på de forskellige stiforløb. Temabaserede film, f.eks. fugle, vil give 
mulighed for at målrette filmene til bestemte målgrupper som f.eks. fugleinteresserede eller 
skoleklasser.   
 
De involverede i testområderne mener at PDiL filmene er et godt supplement til den allerede 
eksisterende formidling og, at det er fremtidssikret, idet der løbende kan laves nye film og tilføjes nye 
sprog.   
 
Presse 
Pilotprojekterne har ud over åbningen ikke haft yderligere pressedækning. Enkelte fra pilotprojekterne 
mener ikke, at de selv har været aktive og ihærdige nok i forhold til at kontakte pressen, når der er 
blevet skiftet film eller i forbindelse med andre arrangementer i området.  
For fremtidig presseomtale vil det være en fordel, hvis man kan sende en film eller en 2D kode til 
avisernes hjemmeside som en smagsprøve til brugerne. 
 
7. Forhindringer/udfordringer 
Ansøgninger om dispensation til opstilling af formidlingsposter til fredningsmyndigheder, miljøcentre 
mv. har taget uforholdsmæssig lang tid. Den lange sagsbehandling har forhalet opstillingen af 
formidlingsposterne og dermed projektets afslutning.  
 
Det fungerer fint at skifte film, men det tager lang tid at køre ud til de enkelte formidlingsposter. Det 
kan konstateres, at 2D koder er blevet langt mere udbredt og brugervenligt end Bluetooth-teknologien 
i løbet af projektperioden. Som nævnt, er det ikke alene bekosteligt at anskaffe Bluertooth-sendere, 
det er også ret tidskrævende at skifte film på dem lokalt. Generering af 2D koder samt filmskift på 
koderne kan klares foran computeren. Med 2D koderne kan man endvidere lave temabaseret 
filmvisning. Det tager kun kort tid at skifte til en anden film på senderne samt skifte tilbage igen, når 
arrangementet er færdigt. Det giver mulighed for at imødekomme behov fra mange forskellige grupper 
af naturinteresserede. 
 
Projektet i Præstø Fjord har også haft forskellige udfordringer og udover en langsommelig 
myndighedsbehandling, er projektet blevet yderligere forsinket som følge af forsinkelse i Naturrum 
projektet.  
 
Vinteren 2010-11 var temmelig snefuld. Det skabte problemer i forhold til solcellerne som ikke kunne 
producere nok strøm til senderne, idet sneen lagde sig i et tykt lag oven på solcellerne. 
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Den efterfølgende våde sommer skabte problemer for de af senderne, der havde strømforsyningen 
nedgravet i en tønde. Tønden blev fyldt med vand og strømforsyningen gav naturligt nok op overfor 
den hårdhændede behandling.  
 
Der har kun været et enkelt tilfælde af hærværk på formidlingsposterne. Formidlingsposten ved 
Pumpehuset i Naturpark Åmosen blev stjålet (både bjælker, plader, tag og solceller), så alt hvad der var 
tilbage var to huller i jorden (foto bilag 7)! 
 
8. Hvordan kan andre anvende Put Danmark i Lommen 
Projektets erfaringer skal gerne komme flere til gode, og derfor er andre velkomne til at benytte både 
navn og logo så længe følgende kriterier opfyldes:  
 
Indhold 
 Bred formidling af natur, friluftsliv og kultur 
 Stedsspecifik – relevant der, hvor formidlingsposten er opstillet 
 Udbygge og opkvalificere oplevelsen af stedet 
 Vise noget man ikke kan se med det blotte øje og/eller vise, hvor brugeren skal se hen 
for at få ny viden 
Foldere 
 Skal bruge titlen ”Put Danmark i lommen” 
 Skal bruge Put Danmark i lommen logoet  
 Skal have kort med oversigt over formidlingsposternes placering 
 Skal indeholde Q & A på teknik – hjælpe folk i gang.   
 
Put Danmark i Lommen skal være: 
 Ikke kommercielt - udbydere må ikke tjene penge på PDiL, hverken på filer eller på 
formidling 
 Formidlingen skal være gratis og uden ekstra udgift for brugeren (ud over 
internetforbindelsen) 
 film- og lydfil med et unikt indhold 
 Lokalitetsbestemt formidling (på stedet - om stedet) 
 Indhold: natur, kultur, historie 
 
9. Økonomi 
 Projektet er økonomisk støtte af Arbejdsmarkedets Feriefond og Den Europæiske Fond for 
Regionaludvikling med 50% hver.  
 Projektet er blevet dyrere end budgetteret, hovedsaglig pga. tekniske udfordringer og 
forsinkelser pga. lange behandlingstider for dispensationsansøgninger. Friluftsrådet og 
Østdansk Turisme har selv afholdt de projektomkostninger der lå udenfor budgettet. 
 I bilag 8 findes en oversigt der viser priserne for de forskellige formidlingsposter. 
 Udgifterne til film er beskrevet under punkt 5.  
 Østdansk Turisme er regnskabsansvarlig for projektet. 
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10. Anbefalinger fra projektdeltagerne: 
Filmene har vakt stor begejstring og er helt sikkert en både inspirerende og oplysende måde at formidle 
både natur, kultur og friluftsliv på. De er nemme at overføre til telefonen og kan spredes til fra telefon 
til telefon. Det virker utrolig godt at både modtage lyd og billede til telefonen. 
 
Bluetooth-teknikken er siden projektstart blevet overhalet af 2D-koderne. Det er derfor meget 
nemmere at lægge filmene på en server og give brugeren adgang til filmen via 2D-koderne. 
Når der er internetdækning er 2D-koderne klart at anbefale frem for Bluetooth-teknikken, som dog 
stadig er et godt alternativ i de områder hvor der endnu ikke er dækning. 
 
 
11. Referencer 
 
1. Bjergtaget v/ Lars Steen Hansen  
ihs@bjergtaget.dk  
telefon: 86 13 03 43 
mobil: 22 70 86 53 www.bjergtaget.dk 
 
2. Ankh Media v/ Lærke Morell  
laerke@ankhmedia.dk 
telefon: 22 15 20 52 
www.ankhmedia.dk 
 
3. 2D koder kan konstrueres gratis via dette website 
http://qrcode.kaywa.com/ 
 
4. Østdansk Turisme  
http://www.visiteastdenmark.com/danmark/da-
dk/menu/turist/natur/dk_i_lommen/dk_i_lommen.htm 
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12. Bilag 
13.  
BILAG 1A Solcellerapport.pdf  
BILAG 1B Møllerapport.pdf  
BILAG 3 Bluetooth Access Point 3201.pdf  
Bilag 4 Skilt Guldborgsund.pdf  
BILAG 5 Formidlingsposter Åmosen.pdf  
BILAG 6A Guldborgsund folder DK.pdf  
 
Bilag 7. Foto fra Pumpehuset, Åmosen 
BILAG 8 økonomi formidlingspost.pdf  
Bilag 10 Filmoversigt.pdf  
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BILAG 9 
Tabel 1 Udpluk af presse vedr. Put Danmark i Lommen  
Område Kilde   
Åmosen   
 Midtsjælland
s Folkeblad 
31. august 
2010 
http://www.e-pages.dk/folkeblad/13/16 
 Naturpark 
Åmosens 
egen omtale 
af, at de er 
udnævnt som 
testområde 
http://naturparkaamosen.dk/index.php?s=put+danmark+i+lommen 
 
Paradisruten 
Guldborgsun
d 
  
 Fra visiteast http://www.visiteastdenmark.com/danmark/da-
dk/menu/turist/natur/dk_i_lommen/paradisruten/paradisruten.htm 
 
http://www.visiteastdenmark.com/danmark/da-
dk/menu/turist/natur/dk_i_lommen/paradisruten/formidlingsposter_paradisruten/formidlingsposter
-paa-paradisruten.htm 
Præstø Fjord   
 Faxebugt, uge 
17 2011 
http://www.faxebugten.dk/artikler/Artikler/artikler%202011/artikler1711.html#Anchor-Put-14210 
 Sjællandske 
medier, 18. 
april 2011 
http://www.sn.dk/Se-gratis-naturfilm-paa-vandreturen/Faxe/artikel/124455 
Nationalpark 
Vadehavet 
  
 P4 Syd 3. 
marts 2011 
http://www.dr.dk/P4/Syd/Nyheder/Toender/2011/03/11/063154.htm 
 TV-indslag 
TV2 Syd 3. 
marts 2011 
http://www.tvsyd.dk/artikel/85858:Oplev-Vadehavet-via-mobiltelefon 
 Jydske 
Vestkysten  
http://www.jv.dk/artikel/1080443:Esbjerg--Natur-og-kultur-med-mobiltelefon 
Sjælland    
 DR P4 
Sjælland, kort 
artikel og 
radioindslag, 
16. apr. 2011 
http://www.dr.dk/P4/Sjaelland/Programmer/P4_Weekend/2011/04/16074714.htm 
 Omtale af 
projektet hos 
Destination 
Femernbælt 
http://visitfehmarnbelt.com/Put-Danmark-i-Lommen.162.0.html 
 Facebook 
side 
http://da-dk.facebook.com/putdanmarkilommen 
 
 
